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‘Let’s just focus on hockey’: Is contract year pressure affecting Canes’ Martin Necas? 

By Chip Alexander 

A year ago, it was Andrei Svechnikov. 

This year, it’s Martin Necas. 

Both were first-round draft picks by the Carolina Hurricanes 
— Necas in 2017, Svechnikov in 2018. Both forwards figure 
to be a big part of the Canes’ plans moving forward. 

Svechnikov, 21, has been well rewarded by the Canes. 
Finishing off his three-year, entry-level contract last season, 
the power forward agreed to an eight-year, $62 million 
contract extension, or $7.75 million a year. 

But it wasn’t a smooth ride for Svechnikov. He was 
inconsistent at times last season, as if feeling the effects of 
playing for that new, big contract. It showed in his game-to-
game performance. There were gaps in his play. 

“That’s part of it, that’s part of the business,” Canes coach 
Rod Brind’Amour said Monday. “Everyone goes through it.” 

Pressure on Necas? 

Now, it’s Necas’ turn to go through it. He’s in the final year of 
his entry-level contract, having spent the 2018-19 season 
with the Charlotte Checkers of the AHL — and winning the 
2019 Calder Cup — before becoming a full-time NHL player 
in the 2019-20 season. 

While the Canes are 32-11-3 this season and a potential 
Stanley Cup contender, Necas has been the one 
experiencing the inconsistencies. He has not scored a goal 
in the past nine games and has one in his past 17, missing 
two games last month because of COVID-19. 
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“Not really,” Necas said Monday. “At the end of it, we look at 
how the team is playing. When we’re playing good I don’t 
really care about my scoring. It’s always about, I think, where 
you’ve got to get maybe a couple of games (and) couple of 
goals and then you get going. I’m not really worried about 
that. 
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“I’m just trying to play hockey and not think about the other 
things,” Necas said. “Hopefully I’m going to be here for a 
long time and we’ll decide it after the season. Now, we’re just 

in the (second) half of the season and let’s just focus on the 
hockey.” 

Solid NHL Season 

Necas, 23, is on pace for about a 15-goal, 45-point season 
for the Canes, which would be only marginally better than the 
14 goals and 41 points he had in 53 games during the 
condensed 2021 season. Svechnikov, by comparison, had 
20 goals and 44 points in 43 games last season. 

Necas called his season “not bad,” adding, “As a team we’re 
playing great and that’s the main thing, you know. Of course, 
I would expect me to score maybe more goals and be a little 
bit more on the score sheet, but I always (play) the second 
half of the season better, so let’s get better on that in the 
second half.” 

Necas is the Canes’ swiftest skater, although rookie forward 
Seth Jarvis is also pretty fast on his skates. Necas’ skills, 
speed and elusiveness can create problems for opponents, 
and the Czech has been used both on the power play and in 
penalty killing, but his puck management and focus on 
defensive responsibilities can sometimes be a challenge. 

“He’s certainly had some real good moments and great 
moments in there,” Brind’Amour said. “I think he’s been 
good. The numbers are maybe not quite where we want 
them to be but he’s had a lot of opportunities that didn’t go in. 
Look at the Grade-A chances the past few games. He’s had 
two or three where if those go in, we’re having a different 
conversation.” 

‘Dynamic Ability’ 

After converting 14.8% of his shots his first two NHL 
seasons, Necas has dropped off to 9.6% this season. It 
could be a matter of better puck luck and he will get his 
chances on a line with Sebastian Aho and Teuvo 
Teravainen. 

“We use him on everything now and he’s a big part of what 
we’re doing, so we’d like to see him maybe a little more 
consistent,” Brind’Amour said. “But at the end of the day he’s 
a pretty dynamic player.” 

Necas has four game-winning goals, tying Nino Niederreiter 
for the team lead. The four winners came in the first 24 
games of the season, and he and has scored three goals 
since that game at Winnipeg. The last was on his 23rd 
birthday, Jan. 15 against Vancouver, two days before he 
went into COVID protocol. 

While used on the wing, Necas was drafted as a center and 
Brind’Amour isn’t ruling out a move back to playing center 
one day. 

“For sure,” Brind’Amour said. “How we’re set up right now, it 
doesn’t make any sense. He definitely has that potential. 
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“I look at him, he’s pretty good threat on the wing, too, the 
way he plays. You don’t want to put a player at center and 
lose that dynamic ability he has.”

 

 
 

A first look at potential Hurricanes trade targets: Jakob Chychrun, Ben Chiarot, Lawson 
Crouse, John Klingberg, more 

By Sara Civian 

Hurricanes general manager Don Waddell was pretty close-
lipped in a recent conversation with The Athletic’s Pierre 
LeBrun about how he’ll approach the March 21 trade 
deadline, but a few things are clear. 

The Canes are at the top of the Metro with their .728 points 
percentage, and they’ve been consistent all season. There 
isn’t an emergency they need to attend to at the deadline. 
There’s not much that needs drastic fixing, and that’s 
obviously a good thing. The team is currently projected by 
CapFriendly to have $1,801,500 in cap space to play with at 
the deadline, so as far as big moves go, “money in, money 
out” is the only realistic outlook to have. 

And, of course, the Hurricanes are projected to have a few 
cracks at the Cup with their current core in the coming years, 
so there isn’t true desperation to throw away the farm on this 
season. 

But as we recently discussed, desperation isn’t the only 
reason to make a move at the deadline. Even trying to get 
out of the division will be a stiff challenge this season, and 
the Canes’ ending the regular season with 40 games in 80 
days presents extra risk of wear-and-tear and injury. They 
will want to make sure they’re deep at every position, and 
considering past scoring woes in the playoffs, they should at 
least see what’s out there in terms of goal-scorers. 

Well, what is out there? There are too many players across 
the league who could be traded to assess all as Hurricanes 
targets, so let’s start today by looking at some of the most-
likely-to-be-traded players at every position and how they’d 
fit into the Hurricanes’ plans. We’ll get into details about the 
cost and what the Canes should give up closer to the 
deadline, but let’s remind ourselves they gave up their first-
rounder in the Jesperi Kotkaniemi offer sheet and they’re 
riding close to the cap. 

Defensemen 

Things could change as we get closer to the deadline, but as 
it stands, the Canes have been looking around the defense 
market lately. I think a mid-tier to top-tier defenseman 
probably makes the most sense for the Canes’ current needs 
and budget. 

Jakob Chychrun 
Position: Left defense 
Age: 23 
Contract: $4.6 million with three years remaining 
Fit: 4 out of 5 stars 

Coach Rod Brind’Amour doesn’t take too much stock into 
specific defense positions, but the Canes’ left defense depth 
is slightly more problematic than the right side. Chychrun is 
young and could fit into future plans, and the cost isn’t brutal 
for what he provides (he led all defensemen in goals last 
season). Trouble is, all the other GMs on the planet know 
this and his stock is incredibly high as a result. The Canes 
don’t typically make these higher-risk blockbuster moves to 
begin with, then you add their cap troubles and no first-round 
pick … and it’s tough to see it happening, despite a great fit. 

John Klingberg 
Position: Right defense 
Age: 29 
Contract: $4.25 million, pending UFA 
Fit: 3.5 out of 5 

In a way, Klingberg’s pros are completely different than 
Chychrun’s, but it might make more sense on this team. The 
Canes don’t like taking on pending UFAs, but when you’re a 
contending team, sometimes you just have to bite the bullet. 
If Klingberg is a year and you don’t have to worry about him 
aging and the Stars are willing to take one of the Canes’ 
guys they might not re-sign next season, you have to think 
about this one for a while. At the same time, what’s the point 
of giving up someone like Nino Niederreiter or Vincent 
Trocheck — both of whom have been racking up points lately 
— for another guy who might not fit in and will also become a 
free agent? 

The Canes would have to get a steal of a deal for this one to 
truly make sense. They have enough high-event defense in 
Tony DeAngelo. 

Nick Leddy 
Position: Left defense 
Age: 30 
Contract: $5.5 million, pending UFA 
Fit: 2.5 out of 5 

Probably too expensive for a pending UFA, but I wouldn’t 
hate the addition of Leddy on the Hurricanes’ blue line. This 
one would be mostly situational — I don’t think he’d 
command much return. But then how would you fit him? I 
don’t think the Canes should give up any of their active NHL 
players for this, so maybe the fit doesn’t make much sense. 
But without the cap to think about, he’d be a nice addition for 
defensive depth. 

Ben Chiarot 
Position: Defense 
Age: 30 
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Contract: $3.5 million, pending UFA 
Fit: 2 out of 5 

The sense around the league is Chiarot will probably end up 
on a Canadian team, and I don’t think the Canes would see 
him as much of an upgrade on the seven defensemen they 
already have. Finding a way to fit a $3.5 million average 
annual value and giving an asset for a pending UFA who 
doesn’t add enough to the group doesn’t make sense. When 
you talk about “making a move just to make a move,” this is 
probably it. 

Rasmus Ristolainen 
Position: Right defense 
Age: 27 
Contract: $5.4 million, pending UFA 
Fit: 1 out of 5 

Very expensive for, how do I put this lightly, what? That 
might be harsh, and Ristolainen still has some time to 
become the player he probably can be in the right 
environment, but this is way too risky for the Canes. 

Forwards 

It seems less likely the Hurricanes will go shopping for a 
forward this season, but several options would be fun. I could 
see them doing something for the right price (thanks for 
subscribing to The Athletic dot com for this hot take). 

Dominik Kubalik 
Position: Left wing 
Age: 26 
Contract: $3.7 million, pending RFA 
Fit: 4 out of 5 

Listen, I know the last thing the Canes need right now is 
another RFA to worry about. But Kubalik’s current cap hit 
and goal-scoring ability feel like the perfect addition to a 
team that has struggled to score in the playoffs. There would 
be reason for concern if the return became a game of hot 
potato, but Kubalik’s production has dipped this season to a 
point of potentially buying low. I’ve wondered what the point 
of making a trade would be for the Canes if they aren’t going 
big at this deadline, but buying low could be another route I 
know they’re keen with. 

Lawson Crouse 
Position: Left wing 
Age: 24 
Contract: $1.53 million, RFA 
Fit: 4 out of 5 

Crouse is very cheap for his 12 goals in 47 games. He’d fit in 
well with the Canes. But, like the problem we’re running into 
with others on the list, he’d fit in well with many teams and 
it’s currently open season on the Coyotes. There could be a 
lot of bidders that create a bigger market for him than what 
it’s worth. 

Calle Jarnkrok 
Position: Center 
Age: 30 
Contract: $2 million, pending UFA 
Fit: 2.5 out of 5 

This is kind of the same situation as the above as it pertains 
to the Canes, except Jarnkrok is a center who costs less. 
The Canes have more than enough “centers turned wingers,” 
and enough guys who can play up and down the lineup who 
just lack that scoring touch. So I wouldn’t hate this, but it 
feels pretty pointless. He does have 63 games of playoff 
experience, and the Canes love a guy with some playoff 
games under his belt. 

Phil Kessel 
Position: Right wing 
Age: 34 
Contract: $6.8 million, pending UFA 
Fit: 1 out of 5 

File this under, “Come on, wouldn’t it be fun?” It’s not like I 
actually know the guy, and I can’t be sure how much of his 
reputation precedes him, but I can’t imagine Kessel and 
Brind’Amour hitting it off. The Canes have established 
themselves as hard workers and heavy on the forecheck, 
and I’m not sure where Kessel fits into that — not to mention 
the $6.8 million cap hit seems impossible to reconcile. But a 
girl can dream about that release collecting a Martin Necas 
pass on the power play. 

Goaltending 

I think the Canes made their grand decision in the offseason, 
acquiring Freddie Andersen and Antti Raanta, and they’ve 
performed as well as anyone could have hoped. I really don’t 
think the Canes will be looking for another goaltender. If they 
do, though, it’s not going to be Marc-Andre Fleury and his $7 
million cap hit. It would make more sense for them to look at 
options in the event of backup injury relief, like a Joonas 
Korpisalo or maybe an Alexandar Georgiev. But they have 
their guys, and a three-goalie rotation gets stressful.
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Writers Roundtable: Four Months In 

Penalty discrepancies, a peek ahead at the trade deadline 
and dissecting the importance of Teuvo Teravainen 

By Scott Burnside and Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC. - Four months ago today the Carolina 
Hurricanes opened their 2021-22 regular season with a 6-3 
defeat of the New York Islanders at PNC Arena. 

For some it probably feels like it was not that long ago and 
for others it feels like it was longer. Whichever way you look 
at it, the reality is that two months from today we'll be two 
weeks from the end of the regular season. 

As we like to rehash at the beginning of each of these, if 
someone had told you four months ago that the team would 
be 32-11-3 at this point, you'd take it, right? 

Team editorial contributors Scott Burnside and Walt Ruff 
take a look back at the most recent month and what's set to 
come. 

Scott Burnside: Walt, the second half is going to be like a 
freight train as the NHL gets some 105 postponed games 
back onto the docket. I thought the Hurricanes trio of 
Frederik Andersen, Sebastian Aho and Rod Brind'Amour did 
Vegas up right with the Metropolitan Division winning it all, 
Aho winning the accuracy competition and Andersen proving 
that goalies can have fun at All-Star, even if it's the ultimate 
shooting gallery. The one thing I thought was interesting in 
talking to Brind'Amour at the event is that he feels there is 
great benefit in having a young player like Aho at these kinds 
of events to soak in the vibe from the rest of the game's elite 
players. He's not a kid anymore, but Aho agreed that 
spending time in that environment is about learning all you 
can. You'd have to be stupid not to, he told me. Won't be 
long until the new kids on the NHL All-Star block will be 
watching closely how Aho conducts himself at those kinds of 
events. And good for Andersen and Aho to mix in some nice 
family time during the break. Was there an All-Star weekend 
or break highlight for you Walt? 

Walt Ruff: Aho taking the Accuracy Shooting was the 
highlight for me. It was a long two-plus hours of watching the 
Skills Competition waiting for him to do his thing, but it all 
became worth it very quickly. Not only was it cool for the 
organization to go back-to-back in the event, but also for him 
to do it in four-for-four fashion was awesome. I'm still 
debating on petitioning the league to change his time to 9.5 
seconds, or something close to that, but the confusion over 
him hitting the third target definitely cost him at least a full 
second. I think the team now has to have a representative in 
it now next year to go for a three-peat, right? 

Burnside: Sometimes I think you learn the most about a team 
or a player when you are forced to make do without a critical 

piece for a period of time. Those few moments when Teuvo 
Teravainen has been out of the Hurricanes' lineup in recent 
weeks have clearly illuminated just how critical the skilled 
Finn is to the machinery. For a guy who may not be the 
speediest player around and may not have the signature 
shot that other higher profile players have, Teravainen 
absolutely does it all for the Hurricanes. His 17:57 in average 
ice time per night is second behind Aho among Carolina 
forwards. He is a critical piece of the top power play unit and 
helps kill penalties. He distributes pucks at high level and 
there just seems to be, I don't know, calmness perhaps best 
describes it, when Teravainen is on the ice. And the proof is 
in the point totals Walt, thanks to the amazing Michael 
Brown, "Mr. Do It All" for the Hurricanes, this season the 
team is 30-9-2 with Teravainen in the lineup and 2-2-1 
without him. The last two seasons combined the team is 44-
14-4 with Teravainen in uniform and 24-9-7 without him. 
Thoughts on Mr. Turbo, Walt? Are there things about his 
game or presence that have surprised you? 

Ruff: I don't think surprised is the right word but I think you're 
correct in saying that he's certainly a huge piece to this 
lineup, whether it feels that way from the outside or not. 
Perhaps it's an illusion, maybe it's factual, but there's a 
perception that a team's top line wingers have to be their 
dominant scorers. Teravainen's vision and passing are 
perhaps his two best qualities, which says a lot given that he 
plays with Aho on a nightly basis. His pass on Svechnikov's 
second tally in Minnesota the other night? Stunning. 

Burnside: I touched on this in one of our earlier roundtables, 
Walt, but if there was one area that continues to give me 
pause about the Hurricanes as we hit the backstretch of this 
regular season is the team's maddening propensity to first, 
taking too many penalties and secondly, not earning a 
corresponding number of power plays. As of this writing the 
Hurricanes rank 31st in the NHL in penalty differential, the 
difference between penalties drawn and penalties taken. I 
recall a recent closeup of Brind'Amour during the exciting 
overtime loss to Toronto saying more or less, we don't get 
any power plays. Every night it's the same. (I'm paraphrasing 
as there may have been some superlatives thrown in by 
Brind'Amour for emphasis.) He's not wrong. For a team that 
possesses the puck and pursues the puck at the level 
Carolina does to be tied for 24th in penalties drawn seems 
counterintuitive. But, and this is not related to drawing 
penalties, the problematic issues for me is that the team 
continues to take too many unnecessary penalties. They 
rank 25th in penalties taken per 60 minutes. We know how 
good the Hurricanes' penalty kill is - first in the league is 
always good - but we also know what the competition is 
going to be like down the stretch with the concentration of 
power in the Eastern Conference and how in a tight playoff 
series discipline will be key. Just saying better to get in good 
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discipline habits now than in late April. Do you think I'm off 
base here? 

Ruff: Well, the numbers don't lie. So the differential is what it 
is. I'll agree, and they'll tell you, the team has taken too many 
unnecessary penalties this year. Outside of those, what can 
you do? The calls are the calls, I suppose. The refs are 
asked to make their best decisions on the ice but it's 
incredibly tough at full speed. What still amazes me is that no 
league has followed what the XFL did during their brief stint 
in 2020. Add an official upstairs who is monitoring the game 
live. They have the authority to confirm or overturn a call. 
They have 60 seconds to do it or the call on the play stands. 
If the XFL, with all due respect, not one of North America's 
four major sports leagues, can do it with relative ease, I 
would think that that would be something that could be 
implimented here. I mean, why not? 

Burnside: So, trade deadline is five weeks away. We know 
that GM Don Waddell (and owner Tom Dundon while we're 
at it) are all in, all the time. We also know the Hurricanes are 
a cap team so that any kind of move would more or less be 
dollar in, dollar out (barring some sort of injury of course). 
So, not necessarily looking at specific players that might be 
on Waddell's watch list, but in general what does your gut tell 
you about a potential big move at the deadline? To me the 
big issue when you're an elite team is making sure you aren't 
making a move just to make a move. Tampa added depth 
pieces the past two years in a couple of ways that helped 
pave the way to back-to-back Cup wins. There were players 
that required little in the way of assets moving out but who 

were highly motivated like Kevin Shattenkirk and Zach 
Bogosian while others who fit specific roles at a high cost like 
Blake Coleman and Barclay Goodrow. In general I'm 
guessing Waddell would like to add some depth to the blue 
line and there are lots of high profile defensemen who could 
be on the block whether it's John Klingberg, Mark Giordano 
or Ben Chiarot (now injured). So, it's going to be a 
fascinating month not just in Carolina but around the NHL vis 
a vis the trade marketplace. What do you make of all this, 
Walt? 

Ruff: Depth is an important word to keep in mind as we move 
forward. Waddell spoke candidly about the subject of the 
trade deadline last week prior to Tuesday night's meeting 
with Ottawa on Bally Sports, noting that as an area of which 
the team may look at. However, he certainly has a point 
when seeing that as is something they're going to look at. In 
a world of COVID and injuries, you can never have the 
cupboards too stocked. We've seen how certain players 
being out of the lineup (Teravainen) impacts the whole 
landscape of things. Recently, it's been Jordan Martinook 
taking that spot on the top line when he is out. Would that 
suffice if #86 would go down in the playoffs? In regards to 
making a big move, I'm not sure which way to lean, however, 
as part of that interview Waddell also suggested that the 
team is more likely to move a prospect than a first round 
draft pick due to the amount of players (23) they've selected 
in the last two years.
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NHL Power Rankings: Avalanche in a tier all by themselves 

By Adam Gretz  

In this week’s edition of the NHL Power Rankings we have 
the Colorado Avalanche still in the top spot as they continue 
to distance themselves from the rest of the pack in the 
league. 

How good are the Avalanche right now? Well, their current 
points percentage for the season of .783 is .049 points better 
than the second best team in the league. Their goal 
differential of plus-59 is No. 1, and makes them one of only 
three teams to be better than plus-45 for the season, and 
they are 30-3-3 over their past 36 games after a 4-5-1 start. 
They have also not lost a game in regulation in, quite literally, 
two months, last losing a game in regulation on Dec. 16. 
Their points percentage of .875 dating back to Nov. 11 (the 
start of that 36 game run) is .133 points better than the 
second best team in the league during that stretch. That gap 
between them and the No. 2 team is the same as the gap 
between the No. 2 team and the No. 14 team in the league 
during that same stretch. 

In other words, the Avalanche is in a tier by themselves right 
now. 

Also this week, the Minnesota Wild crack the top-three while 
the Calgary Flames keep climbing into the top-10. 

We take a look at all of that and more in this week’s 
rankings. 

Where does your team sit? 

To this week’s NHL Power Rankings! 

1. Colorado Avalanche (Last Week: 1). Perhaps the wildest 
part of their record this season is they have not really been 
fully healthy at any point this season, always playing without 
at least one (or more) key players. Expectations are going to 
be insanely high. 

2. Florida Panthers (LW: 3). Anton Lundell wants to be 
mentioned in your Calder Trophy discussions. He also 
should be. 

3. Minnesota Wild (LW: 4). Really impressive win this 
weekend against a top team in Carolina. The Wild are 
contenders and deserve to be treated as such. 

4. Carolina Hurricanes (LW: 3). Little bit of a slump this 
week, but still an elite team set up for success this season 
and well into the future. 

5. Tampa Bay Lightning (LW: 6). They still have one of the 
league’s best records, are still back-to-back defending 

Stanley Cup champions, and it still feels like they have 
another level they can reach this season. 

6. Pittsburgh Penguins (LW: 7). The thing that stands out 
about them is they can beat you in a variety of different 
ways. Very balanced team without many weaknesses. 

7. Toronto Maple Leafs (LW: 5). Maybe it is just a slump. But 
maybe it is something to be thinking about. Jack Campbell 
has been struggling over the past couple of weeks. 

8. Calgary Flames (LW: 11). They needed some improved 
depth beyond their top line. Tyler Toffoli should help address 
that. Great trade. 

9. New York Rangers (LW: 9). Their top tier players are as 
good as any other team’s top-tier players. Legitimate Stanley 
Cup core. But the secondary players are still badly lacking. 
That will hold them back against better teams in the playoffs. 

10. St. Louis Blues (LW: 10). Goaltending will make or break 
their chances. Will Jordan Binnington be better in the second 
half? Will Ville Husso keep outperforming him and taking 
playing time? 

11. Nashville Predators (LW: 8). Still not quite sure what to 
make of this team. Juuse Saros is a game changer though. 

12. Vegas Golden Knights (LW: 14). There is always a way 
to make the salary cap work. They are setting themselves up 
to be fully healthy (and loaded) for the playoffs. That is really 
all that matters. 

13. Boston Bruins (LW: 13). They do not have enough depth 
for Brad Marchand to be taking himself out of the lineup for 
six games (and still not getting the message). 

14. Washington Capitals (LW: 12). Starting to think their 
concerns run deeper than just goaltending. 

15. Dallas Stars (LW: 16). Such an intriguing team. Jason 
Robertson is becoming a star. They are playing better. But 
they might have to trade one of their top players (John 
Klingberg) before the trade deadline. Should be a playoff 
team, but they are on the bubble. 

16. Los Angeles Kings (LW: 15). They do not have a lot of 
difference makers right now after Anze Kopitar, but they still 
have some surprisingly strong depth. 

17. Edmonton Oilers (LW: 17). The players, coaches (and 
general managers) keep changing. The results stay the 
same. The problems always start at the top and run downhill. 
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18. Anaheim Ducks (LW: 18). Even if they do not make the 
playoffs this season is still shaping up to be a positive step in 
the right direction. Nobody expected them to make the 
playoffs this season anyway. 

19. Columbus Blue Jackets (LW: 24). Probably too late to 
make the playoffs in the Metropolitan Division and Eastern 
Conference but you have to love the way Patrik Laine is 
playing right now. 

20. Winnipeg Jets (LW: 22). Kyle Connor is fantastic and just 
keeps getting better. 

21. Detroit Red Wings (LW: 23). Moritz Seider is going to 
quickly join the Cale Makar, Adam Fox, Quinn Hughes, Miro 
Heiskanen group of superstar defensemen. 

22. Vancouver Canucks (LW: 20). After the initial boost from 
the coaching change they have settled back into a .500 
team. 

23. New York Islanders (LW: 19). Sometimes for one reason 
or another it is just not your season. 

24. San Jose Sharks (LW: 21). They are saying all of the 
right things about wanting to re-sign Tomas Hertl, but a trade 
still seems likely here, right? 

25. Ottawa Senators (LW: 25). They play really hard and 
Matt Murray has really turned his season around. Very 
important developments there. 

26. Seattle Kraken (LW: 27). They have played better 
recently, just as the goaltending has started to get a little 
better. Not a coincidence. 

27. Chicago Blackhawks (LW: 26). The new general 
manager, whoever it is, is going to have a major mess to 
clean up. Not a lot to like here. 

28. Philadelphia Flyers (LW: 28). This is going to be the first 
time since the early 1990s that the Philadelphia Flyers have 
missed the Stanley Cup playoffs in consecutive seasons. 

29. New Jersey Devils (LW: 30). There is some good, 
promising young talent here but they just seem so far behind 
the other top teams in the Metropolitan Division. 

30. Buffalo Sabres (LW: 29). Jeff Skinner‘s resurgence and 
the early promising returns on the Jack Eichel trade are at 
least some positives here. 

31. Arizona Coyotes (LW: 31). Their shootout win against 
Colorado is definitely one of the more stunning individual 
game results of the season. 

32. Montreal Canadiens (LW: 32). They have absolutely 
nothing to lose by giving Martin St. Louis a chance to prove 
himself the rest of this season. At least they tried something 
different.
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NHL Power Rankings: Calgary Flames catch fire, emerge as Stanley Cup contender  

The Calgary Flames are rising through the rankings as they 
emerge as a legitimate Stanley Cup threat. 

By Austin Nivison  

Without any one team seizing control of the Pacific Division, 
the Calgary Flames are on the move. They have won six in a 
row and look like a legitimate threat to top the Golden 
Knights in the division. 

During this current winning streak, Calgary has blown out the 
Golden Knights and taken down the Maple Leafs. The 
Flames aren't just getting the results either. Their process is 
pretty hard to nitpick these days too. 

The Flames are second in the NHL in expected goals share 
at five-on-five (55.39%). On top of that, they are a top-10 
team in both five-on-five expected goals for and expected 
goals against. Darryl Sutter has Calgary playing like a team 
that could push for a Stanley Cup in the spring. 

As the Flames climb the ladder rapidly, here are the latest 
NHL Power Rankings:  

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

1  Avalanche  

In a possible Stanley Cup Final 
preview, the Avalanche went 
head-to-head with the Tampa 
Bay Lightning and came out on 
top. It was an impressive effort 
from Colorado, and it vaulted the 
team back into the No. 1 spot. It 
has now been nearly two months 
since the Avalanche lost a game 
in regulation.  

1  
34-
8-4  

2  Panthers  

The Panthers haven't played a 
game since Feb. 1, and they will 
need that rest with a couple of 
huge games this week. Florida 
goes on the road to play the 
Hurricanes and the Wild in what 
should be a couple of fantastic 
matchups.  

1  
32-
10-5 

3  Wild  

After a somewhat slow start to 
the season in which he scored 
just four goals in 29 games, 
Kevin Fiala's puck luck has 
turned in a big way. Fiala has 
now scored 10 times in his last 
14 games. He was always 
generating scoring chances, but 
now Fiala is burying them.  

2  
30-
11-3 

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

4  Penguins  

Outside of goaltender Tristan 
Jarry getting a right hook to the 
face from Brad Marchand, the 
Penguins had a strong week. 
They went 3-0-0, and Kris 
Letang added another point to 
continue his strong season. 
Even at 34-years-old, Letang 
has been an incredibly effective 
defenseman for Pittsburgh.  

4  
30-
11-8 

5  Rangers  

New York will end a period of 
extended rest on Tuesday night 
against the Bruins, and the team 
only has six games left in 
February. The Rangers have a 
favorable schedule coming up, 
and they should be fresh for the 
stretch run starting in March.  

1  
30-
13-4 

6  
Maple 
Leafs  

Toronto played well and got an 
impressive win against the 
Hurricanes, but the team 
followed that up with back-to-
back losses against the Flames 
and Canucks. Things won't get 
any easier next week as 
matchups against the Penguins 
and Blues await.  

1  
31-
12-3 

7  Lightning  

Since coming back from an 
injury that sidelined him for a 
couple months, Nikita Kucherov 
has had trouble remaining at full 
health. That's why it had to be 
encouraging for the Bolts to see 
him play well and score a goal in 
a close loss to the Avalanche.  

--  
31-
11-6 

8  Hurricanes  

Because of his six-game 
suspension, Brad Marchand 
wasn't on the ice when his 
Bruins got waxed by the 
Hurricanes again. Sebastian Aho 
scored two goals in that game, 
and he could hit 40 for the first 
time in his NHL career.  

4  
32-
11-3 
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Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

9  Flames  

Calgary has won six games in a 
row, and it looks more and more 
like a legitimate Stanley Cup 
contender by the day. Since Jan. 
1, the Flames lead in the league 
in expected goals share at five-
on-five (58.43%). They are well 
on their way to overtaking the 
Golden Knights as the top team 
in the division.  

3  
26-
13-6 

10 
Golden 
Knights  

You cannot blame a goaltender 
in a shutout loss, but it still has 
to be concerning for Vegas that 
Robin Lehner allowed six goals 
on 2.99 expected goals against 
in a lopsided defeat against the 
Flames. I still believe Lehner can 
figure things out, but time is 
running out for him to do that.  

1  
28-
17-3 

11 Blues  

Jordan Binnington got his first 
start since Jan. 24, and it did not 
go well. He allowed five goals on 
27 shots in a 7-4 loss to the New 
Jersey Devils. There was some 
speculation that Ville Husso 
might be available at the trade 
deadline, but now he looks like 
the Blues' clear No. 1 
goaltender.  

2  
27-
14-5 

12 Bruins  

Just four games into his return, 
Tuukka Rask announced his 
retirement from the NHL. Rask 
was having a hard time getting 
healthy and shaking off the rust, 
but the Bruins now have an even 
bigger issue on their hands. 
Brad Marchand is in the midst of 
serving his six-game suspension 
for decking Penguins goaltender 
Tristan Jarry.  

2  
27-
16-3 

13 Predators  

The Predators had the chance to 
put some distance between 
themselves and two divisional 
opponents, the Stars and Jets. 
Instead, Nashville lost both 
games and gave those two 
teams a combined 14 power 
play opportunities in the process. 
A lack of discipline and a poor 
penalty kill unit could cost the 
Preds down the stretch.  

2  
28-
16-4 

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

14 Stars  

This was a big week for playoff 
hopes in Dallas. The Stars did 
get soundly beaten by the 
Avalanche, but welcome to the 
club. They also scored a couple 
of huge wins against the 
Predators and the Jets. Dallas is 
now three points out of a playoff 
spot with three games in hand.  

4  
25-
19-2 

15 Kings  

Can the Kings hold on to their 
Western Conference playoff 
spot? I'm excited to find out the 
answer to that question, and we 
may get it sooner rather than 
later. Los Angeles has a 
crowded schedule the rest of the 
month, so it can solidify itself or 
it can start to slip in the 
standings.  

1  
24-
16-7 

16 Jets  

Blake Wheeler may have gotten 
a badly needed spark in 
Winnipeg's comeback win over 
the Predators. Wheeler notched 
two goals to double his total on 
the season, and he added three 
assists for a five-point night. The 
Jets need him to get going, so 
maybe Wheeler can build some 
confidence from here.  

7  
20-
18-8 

17 Capitals  

The Capitals' playoff spot is 
almost certainly secure, but this 
team may only make a brief 
playoff appearance in 2021 if the 
team can't find a groove 
between now and then. 
Washington has been playing 
mediocre hockey for about six 
weeks now.  

2  
26-
15-9 

18 Ducks  

The Ducks suffered a tough loss 
to the Kraken last week, but they 
have a very important set of 
games ahead in the upcoming 
week. Anaheim has a trio of road 
games against Pacific Division 
opponents, including a back-to-
back set against the Flames and 
Oilers.  

2  
23-
17-9 

19 Canucks  

J.T. Miller has been a major part 
of the Canucks' resurgence, and 
he is fourth on the team in 
expected goals created at five-
on-five with 7.48. The more he 

--  
22-
21-6 
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Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

continues to generate offense 
and put the puck in the net, the 
harder it is to see Miller being 
moved before the trade 
deadline.  

20 Oilers  

Following back-to-back losses to 
the Golden Knights and 
Blackhawks, the Oilers fired 
head coach Dave Tippett. It's 
certainly understandable that 
there is a lot of frustration in 
Edmonton, but Tippett can only 
do so much when the team's 
save percentage is among the 
worst in the league. Tippett was 
dealt a poor hand on the blue 
line and in goal.  

3  
25-
18-3 

21 Red Wings  

Detroit took down the Flyers 
twice last week, and the team's 
two star rookies had a big hand 
in those wins. Lucas Raymond 
and Moritz Seider combined for 
a pair of goals and six total 
points against Philadelphia.  

--  
22-
22-6 

22 
Blue 
Jackets  

Few players in the NHL are as 
hot as Patrik Laine right now. In 
his last six games, Laine has 
scored seven goals and tallied 
12 total points. The Blue Jackets 
have to be happy to see him 
having some success after an 
uneven start to the season.  

3  
23-
22-1 

23 Islanders  

In his last 14 games, Anders Lee 
has scored just twice and has 
notched a total of five points. 
Lee's struggles are a big reason 
why the Islanders' offense has 
been rather anemic in recent 
weeks.  

3  
17-
19-6 

24 Sharks  

The Sharks have a lot of work to 
do if they want to get into a 
playoff race, but they do have 
some games in hand over the 
teams ahead of them. San Jose 
plays six of its next seven games 
at home. The Sharks will be a 
team to watch in the Pacific over 
the next couple of weeks.  

2  
22-
21-4 

25 Senators  

Ottawa does have some exciting 
young players who could help 
the franchise build something, 

2  
17-
24-4 

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

and it looks like 2017 second-
round pick Alex Formenton could 
be one of them. He has 22 
points in 42 games, and 
Formenton is second to Brady 
Tkachuk in expected goals at 
five-on-five with 3.43.  

26 Kraken  

All eyes are now on the trade 
deadline for the Kraken. They 
currently have six pending 
unrestricted free agents, 
including Mark Giordano, Calle 
Jarnkrok, and Marcus 
Johansson. Those three could 
bring back a nice haul for 
Seattle.  

2  
16-
29-4 

27 Blackhawks 

Chicago has won two of its last 
10 games, and the team isn't 
exactly doing its part to boost 
Marc-Andre Fleury's draft stock. 
Since Jan. 1, the Blackhawks 
are 25th in the NHL in expected 
goals against at five-on-five 
(35.45).  

1  
18-
24-7 

28 Coyotes  

Clayton Keller has come on 
strong for Arizona, and he has 
been an oasis in a desert of bad 
news for the Coyotes this year. 
Keller has 11 points in his last 
nine games, and he is second 
on the team in expected goals at 
five-on-five with 8.78.  

1  
12-
32-4 

29 Devils  

The Devils' offense suddenly 
exploded this week. They scored 
seven goals in two consecutive 
games against the Canadiens 
and the Blues. New Jersey will 
need to keep that up in order to 
win games with its current 
goaltending situation.  

3  
17-
27-5 

30 Flyers  

Among the many Flyers who are 
having less than ideal 2021-22 
seasons is Travis Konecny. His 
shooting percentage sits at 
6.7%, which is nearly half of his 
career average. As a result, he 
is on pace for just around 15 
goals on the year.  

4  
15-
24-8 

31 Sabres  

Jeff Skinner is coming off a four-
goal game in which he just got 
rewarded for having a strong 

1  
15-
24-8 
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Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

season when it comes to 
generating scoring chances. 
Skinner is eighth in the league in 
expected goals at five-on-five 
with 11.11. At least something is 
working in Buffalo this year.  

32 Canadiens  

It has been a long year in 
Montreal, and the team fired 
head coach Dominique 

1  
8-
33-7 

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

Ducharme after he took the team 
to a Stanley Cup Final in an 
interim role last season. The 
Canadiens replaced him with 
Martin St. Louis, who was a 
legendary player but has little in 
the way of coaching experience. 
It was a head-scratching move 
for a team that is in disarray.  

 

 

 

Wolves drop two straight against rival IceHogs 

Jack LaFontaine picked up his first pro win in the team’s sole 
victory this week, against the Cleveland Monsters. 

By Sarah.A  

By The Numbers 

Record: 27-9-4-3 (61 points; 1st in Central Division; 4th in 
AHL by points percentage) 

Goals/Game: 3.23 

Goals Against/Game: 2.58 

Shots/Game: 35.42 

Shots Against/Game: 25.33 

Power Play % (Rank): 18.1% (21st) 

Penalty Kill % (Rank): 84.5% (4th)  

Leading Scorer (Overall): Andrew Poturalski (57) 

Most Goals: Stefan Noesen (22) 

Most Assists: Andrew Poturalski (36) 

Next Game: Tuesday, February 15 vs. Milwaukee 

(stats as of February 13, 2022)  

Game 41: Wolves 3, Monsters 2 (OT) 

Jack LaFontaine finally got his first professional win as the 
Wolves pulled off an overtime victory in Cleveland. Thanks to 
goals from David Gust and Stefan Noesen, the Wolves held 
a 2-1 lead until early in the third period. Monsters forward 
Tyler Angle pulled off a two-on-two rush where his shot 
bounced off of a player in front of the net and went in.  

LaFontaine once again didn’t face too many shots as the 
Wolves worked hard to limit Cleveland’s possession time. 
The Monsters’ only other goal in this game came while 
shorthanded; Carson Meyer collected his own rebound after 

Joey Keane blocked the first shot and managed to put the 
puck behind LaFontaine.  

Keane had a strong game, not only recording the ultimate 
game winner in overtime, but also helping to set up Stefan 
Noesen’s goal in the second period. Keane’s game winner 
came on a two-on-one rush with Maxim Letunov. Letunov 
drew the attention of the Monsters’ defenseman, who 
dropped to the ice in an attempt to block the shot; he was 
able instead to pass the puck to Keane, who scored on the 
mostly open net.  

LaFontaine missed 4:12 of time in the second period after 
leaving the game for medical attention after a hectic shift of 
activity in front of the net. Alex Lyon briefly stepped in to take 
his place and faced no shots while in net.  

This game marked the 12th consecutive game that the 
Wolves did not surrender a goal while on the penalty kill.  

Scoring: Joey Keane, 1 G, 1 A; Stefan Noesen, 1 G; David 
Gust, 1 G; Jack Drury, 1 A; Maxim Letunov, 1 A; Andrew 
Poturalski, 1 A  

In net: Jack LaFontaine, saved 16 of 18, 0.898 Sv%  

Game 42: Wolves 4, IceHogs 5  

Hurricanes fans who have seen their team struggle against 
the Ottawa Senators this season are well aware of a good 
team’s tendency to underperform against a mediocre 
opponent. For the Wolves, that opponent is the Rockford 
IceHogs. 

While the IceHogs sit a distant fourth in the Central Division 
(42 points in 39 games; 0.538 points percentage), the 
Wolves have struggled mightily against their in-state rival. In 
10 meetings this season (including game 43, written about 
below), the Wolves are 3-4-0-3 (the AHL separates overtime 
losses and shootout losses in their records).  
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The only other teams where the Wolves have a losing record 
to date are against the Manitoba Moose (1-2-1-0, with four 
games remaining) and Toronto Marlies (0-1-1-0, with two 
games remaining). The Moose and Marlies both currently sit 
second in their respective division and are viewed as tough 
opponents. The IceHogs? Not so much.  

But so it goes in hockey. The Wolves found themselves in a 
3-0 deficit by the early second period. The first two IceHog 
goals were scored just over a minute apart in the first period, 
both by Michal Teply, both in highly similar fashion off of 
rebounds.  

Teply’s second goal came on an IceHogs power play, which 
ended the Wolves’ franchise-record streak of 35 consecutive 
successful penalty kills. The Wolves had not allowed a goal 
for 777 minutes and 59 seconds. The last goal surrendered 
on the penalty kill came January 9 against Cleveland.  

Alex Lyon was pulled after Rockford’s fifth goal, with Jack 
LaFontaine appearing in relief. The Wolves scored twice in 
the second period, one in which they outshot Rockford by a 
margin of 20 to six, and continued the comeback attempt in 
the third. The Wolves scored twice, including a last minute 
goal from Jamieson Rees, but IceHogs goalie Collin Delia 
stopped a flurry of shots in the final seconds to preserve the 
win for Rockford.  

Of note in this game, defenseman Jalen Chatfield left in the 
first period after getting boarded by Kurtis Gabriel. Chatfield 
did not return to the game and did not play the next night. 
Gabriel was assessed a five minute major penalty and a 
game misconduct. The Wolves failed to score on that major, 
which included two minutes of five-on-three play as the 
IceHogs took a slashing penalty less than a minute after the 
major began.  

Scoring: Andrew Poturalski, 1 G, 2 A; Cavan Fitzgerald, 1 G, 
1 A; Jamieson Rees, 1 G; David Gust, 1 G; David Cotton, 1 
A; Max Lajoie, 1 A; Jack Drury, 1 A; Stefan Noesen, 1 A 

In net: Alex Lyon, saved 11 of 16, 0.688 Sv % (33:51 TOI), 
Jack LaFontaine, saved 7 of 7, 1.000 Sv% (23:29 TOI) 

Game 43: Wolves 3, IceHogs 4 (SO) 

The Wolves and IceHogs met for the second consecutive 
night and once again the Wolves allowed the first goal, just 
5:07 into the first period. Forward Kyle Marino, called up that 
day from the ECHL for seemingly one purpose, attempted to 
give the team some life with a fight on the next shift, taking 

on Kurtis Gabriel in retribution for his hit on Jalen Chatfield 
the night before.  

While the fight got the crowd fired up, the Wolves wouldn’t 
get on the board until the next period, when Ryan Suzuki 
scored his third of the season at the top of the period. Suzuki 
came across the front of the IceHogs net and unleashed his 
shot to tie up the game.  

The IceHogs scored the next two goals, with one puck 
trickling underneath Jack LaFontaine when he failed to seal 
off the bottom of the net quickly enough, and later, a power 
play goal from Ian Mitchell, who was the benefit of a great 
pass from Lukas Reichel, who faked out the Wolves skaters 
and LaFontaine.  

Less than a minute later, Jack Drury brought the Wolves 
within one as he was in the right place to receive a spinning 
pass from David Gust, in one of the more impressive plays 
I’ve seen the Wolves pull off this season.  

Stefan Noesen, who celebrated his 29th birthday that day, 
tied the game with less than two minutes remaining. 
Noesen’s 22nd goal of the season put him in a tie for the 
league’s top goalscorer (tied with Sheldon Dries from the 
Abbotsford Canucks).  

Overtime wasn’t fruitful for either team, so the game headed 
to a shootout, where Rockford’s Michal Teply scored the lone 
goal to give the IceHogs the win.  

More concerning than the penalty kill allowing goals in two 
consecutive games — the kill had to come back to earth at 
some point — is the Wolves’ continued struggles on the 
power play. This is the third consecutive game without a 
power play goal, and seventh in 10 games without one. The 
Wolves have 42 power play attempts over 10 games and 
have just six goals to show for it (14.3%). Three of those 
goals came in one game (a 4-1 win over Grand Rapids, a 
team with one of the worst penalty kills in the league). 

The Wolves have a significant break before they face the 
IceHogs again, and only have two remaining games against 
them on the schedule: at home on April 19 and in Rockford 
on April 30 to end the regular season.  

Scoring: Ryan Suzuki, 1 G; Jack Drury, 1 G; Stefan Noesen, 
1 G; Max Lajoie, 2 A; Andrew Poturalski, 1 A; David Gust, 1 
A 

In net: Jack LaFontaine, saved 16 of 19, 0.842 Sv%

 

 

 

TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article258393043.html 

https://theathletic.com/3126795/2022/02/15/a-first-look-at-potential-hurricanes-trade-targets-jakob-chychrun-ben-chiarot-lawson-crouse-john-
klingberg-more/ 

https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/writers-roundtable-four-months-in/c-330788020 
https://nhl.nbcsports.com/2022/02/14/nhl-power-rankings-colorado-avalanche-in-a-tier-all-by-themselves/ 

https://www.cbssports.com/nhl/news/oilers-fire-head-coach-dave-tippett-make-jay-woodcroft-interim-coach/ 
https://www.canescountry.com/2022/2/14/22933347/chicago-wolves-drop-two-straight-against-rival-rockford-icehogs-lafontaine-first-win-cleveland 
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1235534 Florida Panthers 

 

‘He’s hungry to play’: How Noel Acciari sped up his rehab to return to 
Florida Panthers 

 

Jordan McPherson 

8-10 minutes 

 

The Florida Panthers had just finished practice on Sunday, but Noel 
Acciari remained on the ice with a mini-sized teammate. 

The youngster, Acciari’s 19-month-old son Greyson, wore a black No. 55 
jersey with the word “Daddy” written on the back. He had a stick in hand, 
skates on his feet, a beanie on his head. 

Like father, like son. 

“First time on the ice for him,” Acciari said. “He loves watching it. I think 
he was a little intimidated with the noise, but I asked him after ‘Did you 
have fun?’ He said, ‘Fun! Fun!’ It was good.” 

The childlike joy could be seen on the 30-year-old Acciari’s face 
throughout practice, too. 

The hard-nosed, defensive-minded forward is on the tail end of his road 
to recovery after a freak and fluky preseason injury required surgery and 
sidelined him for the entire season to this point. 

The desire to get back in the lineup is evident. 

Acciari watched from a distance as the Panthers rose to the top of the 
standings in the Eastern Conference and overcame adversities of their 
own — a coaching change, an extended stretch without some of their top 
players, a COVID-19 outbreak. 

He feels ready to get back and make his own imprint on the team and 
play a role as Florida keeps making its playoff push. 

“Seeing how well they’re doing,” Acciari said, “I just want to join in on 
that. Just being out there and being with them has helped me heal 
quicker because it makes me want to be back out there with them as 
quickly as possible.” 

The ‘pop’ and the rehab 

How the injury happened is still sometimes difficult for Acciari to fathom. 

A scrum broke out early in the third period of the Panthers’ preseason 
game against the Tampa Bay Lightning on Oct. 5. Acciari dropped his 
gloves and tried to pull a Lightning player off the top of the pile. Pat 
Maroon charged toward Acciari, who gripped at his left arm as he fell 
down to the ice. 

But as Acciari recalls it, the injury occurred as he was trying to break up 
the skirmish, not when he got hit by Maroon. 

“I just felt a pop,” Acciari said. “I didn’t know what it was. I’ve never had 
that feeling before, never dealt with that. I knew something was wrong; I 
just didn’t know to what extent.” 

He suffered an apparent pectoral injury that required surgery. 

“I was bummed out,” Acciari said. “No one wants to hear surgery.” 

The Panthers initially said Acciari’s recovery would be “month-to-month.” 
The hope was that he would return at some point toward the end of the 
regular season. 

They never anticipated he would return as quickly as he has. 

Acciari said he couldn’t move his left arm the first two weeks after 
surgery and wasn’t allowed to do any physical activity the first month. 

By mid-November, he was back on the ice, albeit in non-contact 
situations. 

Nevertheless, the competitive juices were flowing again. 

“Once I stepped foot in the rink and saw everyone, it just gave me the 
itch,” Acciari said. “I want to be back out there with the guys.” 

He followed the trainers’ instructions. He went for treatment and strength 
workouts every chance he could without overexerting himself with the 
goal of getting back on the ice as soon as possible. 

Acciari has been a full participant in practice since right before the All-
Star Break and got a few tune-up games with the Panthers’ AHL affiliate, 
the Charlotte Checkers, at the beginning of the month. 

“I was just happy that he was able to play some games and feel the puck 
and get some live battle,” interim coach Andrew Brunette said. “He’s 
really worked hard at coming back. We didn’t expect to have him back 
this early. He’s hungry to play.” 

Even though he was sidelined with the injury, Acciari found solace in at 
least one area of the months-long rehab process: The extended family 
time. 

He got extra time with wife Kaitlyn, who is pregnant with the couple’s 
second child. He watched Greyson’s love for hockey grow as they 
watched games together. 

“He was just as into it as I was,” said Acciari, who noted that Greyson’s 
favorite Panthers players (outside of Dad, of course) are Aaron Ekblad 
and Frank Vatrano. “He’s yelling at the TV, ‘Shoot! Shoot!’ Those 
memories, I wouldn’t probably usually get. That was special.” 

When will Acciari return? 

The next moment for Acciari will come when he’s back on the ice for the 
Panthers in a live game, a chance that could come in the not-so-distant 
future. 

When that time actually comes, however, is up to the coaching staff. 

The Panthers resume their schedule Wednesday on the road against the 
Carolina Hurricanes, but there’s no guarantee he’s in the lineup when the 
puck drops at PNC Arena — or any of the Panthers’ games on that road 
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trip that continues Friday against the Minnesota Wild and concludes 
Sunday against the Chicago Blackhawks. 

The Panthers are deep at forward and are fully healthy at the position 
right now, too. They had 16 forwards on the ice for each of their practices 
since returning from the All-Star Break and can only play 12 on game 
day. 

Acciari is one of five Panthers players on injured reserve, along with 
forwards Patric Hornqvist and Maxim Mamin as well as defensemen Olli 
Juolevi and Markus Nutivaara. Hornqvist is expected to be activated for 
Wednesday’s game against Carolina, which would take the Panthers’ 
23rd and final roster spot. For Acciari to be activated, the Panthers would 
need to clear a roster spot either by sending someone on the active 
roster to AHL Charlotte, putting a player on waivers or trading a player. 

“Whenever I slot back in,” Acciari said, “I’m ready to go.” 

And when Acciari does return, he will provide a spark among the 
Panthers’ bottom two forward lines. 

At 5-10 and 209 pounds, he’s a physical presence who’s not afraid to get 
scrappy. His 212 hits over the 2019-2020 and 2020-2021 season led 
Panthers forwards and he’s a staple on the penalty kill. 

But he has also shown the capability to be a scoring threat. He scored a 
career-high 20 goals in the 2019-2020 season. 

“He’s going to be inserting himself into our lineup here with a lot of time 
to show his stuff and hopefully be a force for us,” Ekblad said. “We know 
he’s a fantastic player.” 
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Owen Tippett contributing to Florida Panthers amid trade rumors 

 

Published 21 hours ago on February 14, 2022By Colby Guy  

 

CORAL SPRINGS — For two months, Florida Panthers forward Owen 
Tippett went without a goal. 

It was not for lack of trying. 

Tippett was getting to the right areas and getting his shots off, but 
seemingly hit the post every time. 

“It’s uncharacteristic for him,” interim coach Andrew Brunette said. 

“His whole career, his whole life, he’s been scoring. His shots are just not 
going in right now, and I think for him, it’s just about confidence. When 
you’re a scorer and you miss chances, you’re always getting down. 

“But my communication with him is that [he’s] getting chances and that 
[he’s] doing the right things and your skill will take over once it goes in.” 

No one covers the Florida Panthers like Florida Hockey Now. 

Subscribe today! 

His struggles prompted Florida to send Tippett down to the AHL on Jan. 
14, where he spent the weekend playing with the Charlotte Checkers. 

He was called back up to Florida after registering five points in a two-
game stint with the Checkers. 

“It was good to go down there and play and to get that confidence and to 
hold onto pucks a little longer,” Tippett said. 

“Just to play and to get that confidence back was huge for me.” 

Hearing his name float around in trade rumors has not helped much. 

On Jan. 30, it was reported that the Panthers placed Tippett on the trade 
block, as they are slated to be serious buyers at the deadline. 

“It’s each individual’s part of being a professional hockey player — you 
have to go through it,” Brunette said. 

“I think as your teammates, you’re there for them, we’ve all been through 
it. We’ve all been part of the rumors. It’s an unfortunate part of our 
business, we have to move on because we love our players, we don’t 
want to lose anybody.” 

While Florida potentially goes big game hunting at the deadline, the 22-
year-old winger is just focused on staying positive and continuing to build 
his confidence. 

“I think frustration can set in so easily, but I think when you’re getting 
chances, I think it’s easier to stay positive and to stay focused,” Tippett 
said. 

“I think when you don’t get chances, that’s when you start to have to 
worry a bit, but I’ve been so close and I’m trying to stick with it and bear 
down on those chances.” 

Tippett went 11 games without a point, from Nov. 20 to Jan. 1, and 15 
games without a goal until his two-point performance on Jan. 20 against 
the Edmonton Oilers. 

He went another five games without a point until Jan. 30 — but his play 
despite the lack of points earned him bigger opportunities. 

When Patric Hornqvist and Maxim Mamin both went down with injuries, 
Tippett was given a chance to play in Florida’s top six. 

That stint in the top six even included a short stint on a line with stars 
Sasha Barkov and Jonathan Huberdeau. 

While it only resulted in the goal against Columbus, Tippett has still 
caught Brunette’s eye during that stretch, as well as during practice this 
week. 

“Tippett played in the top six last year and the beginning of this year and 
kind of got shuffled around a little bit,” Brunette said. 

“I really like what he’s brought in practice this week. Ever since he came 
back from the AHL, he’s come back hungrier and with a lot more energy, 
he looks really ready to go right now and I’m looking forward to seeing 
what he can bring.” 

With Hornqvist and Mamin — and even Noel Acciari, who missed the first 
half of this season with injury — all back in the fold after Florida’s long 
break, there will be more of a competition for those forward minutes. 

FLORIDA PANTHERS ON DECK 

FLORIDA PANTHERS AT CAROLINA HURRICANES 

WHEN: Wednesday, 7:30 p.m. 

WHERE: PNC Arena, Raleigh, N.C. 

TICKETS: CLICK HERE 

TV/STREAMING: TNT 

RADIO: WQAM 560-AM 

Last season: Carolina won 6-0-2 

All-time regular season series: Carolina leads 69-45-9, 11 ties 

This season: @Florida 5, Carolina 2 (Nov. 6), Florida 4, @Carolina 3 OT 
(Jan. 8) 
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What was Day 1 of preparations for Nashville Predators outdoor game at 
Nissan Stadium like? 

 

Paul Skrbina 

 

One of the moving trailers took a detour Sunday on its way to Nissan 
Stadium. 

The 53-foot long hauler, the world's largest mobile refrigeration unit, 
inbound from just outside Toronto, took a tour of Broadway before 
coming to rest for the next two weeks just over the bridge. 

But the trailer, which houses the machinery necessary to make and 
maintain the ice for the Nashville Predators' Stadium Series game 
against the Tampa Bay Lightning on Feb. 26 (TNT, 6:30 p.m.), was right 
back to work Monday. 

That's when official, physical preparation began for transformation from 
football stadium to hockey stadium. 

Crews will work round the clock in the coming weeks to turn the home of 
the Tennessee Titans into a the home of the Predators for a day. 

Forklifts scurried to and fro on the field Monday afternoon, moving one by 
one each of the approximately 5,000 square pieces of material that will 
cover every blade of grass on the football field. 

Men and women carefully secured each piece, a job that was expected 
to be completed Monday evening. After that another crew was scheduled 
to build the staging area where the ice will go. 

"Today is a big day for us, getting all of our equipment parked," said 
Derek King, the NHL's senior manager of facilities operations/hockey 
operations. 

The rink build is expected to be completed by Friday, which will be 
followed by six or seven days for the ice build, all of which will be done 
after the sun goes down and before the sun comes up. 

"There's no sense in trying to fight Mother Nature," King said.  

Once the ice is ready, each team is scheduled to have a practice at 
Nissan a day or two before the game. 

A team of around 250 people from the NHL work together on outdoor 
games. Many have arrived in Nashville, with many more to come in the 
coming days. 

Steve Mayer, the NHL's senior EVP and chief content officer, who was 
instrumental in helping the league navigate through COVID the last few 
seasons, said this will be his 16th outdoor game since he began working 
for the league. 

He landed in Nashville from New York on Monday afternoon, ready to 
help lead the team of workers into what equates to a speed round of 
Extreme Makeover. 

"One of my mantras is we have to make the next one bigger and better 
than the last one," Mayer said. "That's our singular goal. So Nashville 
needs to be better than Air Force. 

"We're constantly trying to test each other and try to make things unique 
and different." 

Rest assured of one thing, rest will be anything but assured at Nissan 
Stadium in the coming weeks. 
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Penguins prospect P.O Joseph's steady journey to the NHL continues 

 

Seth Rorabaugh 

Monday, Feb. 14, 2022 2:25 p.m. 

 

There are a lot of similarities between the journey Brian Dumoulin took to 
the Penguins’ blue line and the trek P.O Joseph is undertaking. 

Each defenseman was a fairly high draft pick with another organization. 

Dumoulin was a second-rounder (No. 51 overall) with the Carolina 
Hurricanes, and Joseph was selected in the first round (No. 23 overall) 
by the Arizona Coyotes. 

And both arrived via blockbuster trades that involved fan favorites who 
were vital to the Penguins winning a Stanley Cup title. 

Dumoulin was part of the 2012 deal that jettisoned forward Jordan Staal 
to the Hurricanes. As for Joseph, he was acquired in 2019 in exchange 
for the Penguins dealing forward Phil Kessel to the Coyotes. 

And they each spent a lot of time with the Wilkes-Barre/Scranton 
Penguins. 

Dumoulin had to refine his game for three seasons in Northeast 
Pennsylvania before making a permanent move to the southwestern 
corner of the commonwealth and becoming a key component of two 
Stanley Cup championships. 

“It took me almost three years to become a full-time regular,” Dumoulin 
said in October. “I was getting called up and sent down. Sometimes it 
was due to guys coming back from injuries who were already in the 
lineup. 

“I just tried to get better regardless of where I was.” 

And Joseph? He’s in the middle of his third season with Wilkes-
Barre/Scranton, and he has a very similar perspective. 

“Whenever I’m here (with Wilkes-Barre/Scranton), I’m trying to focus on 
what I can do to improve here and help the team win as much as I can,” 
Joseph said via video conference recently. “It’s going pretty good. 
There’s some areas of my game that I want to improve as well. But I 
think so far, it’s going pretty good.” 

It’s been more than good for Joseph as of late. 

Over his past seven games, he has five goals and two assists. For the 
season, he has played in 35 AHL games and is Wilkes-Barre/Scranton’s 
third-leading scorer with 23 points (eight goals, 15 assists). His eight 
goals are tied for the most among AHL defensemen. 

Two of his scores have been game-winners and have helped Wilkes-
Barre/Scranton enjoy a recent 5-2-1-0 surge. 

During a 4-3 home victory against the Bridgeport Islanders on Feb. 4, 
Joseph scored the winning goal by using gifted skating. Gliding from 
center point of the offensive zone to the right circle, Joseph took a pass 
from forward Sam Poulin and swiped in a one-timer for the score. 

“He saw that hole and hit it,” Wilkes-Barre/Scranton coach J.D. Forrest 
said. “He’s got the speed to hop in there quick. He doesn’t need a whole 
lot of strides to beat someone to that puck. That was a good read and a 
nice play. A big goal.” 

Added the 22-year-old Joseph: “It’s always a good feeling to help the 
team win as much as you can. I didn’t (think) that I had a solid game. 
Helping at the end kind of made me a little bit happy. It was an 
unbelievable play by (Poulin). The one-handed pass like that, you don’t 
see that often. 

“It was a good pass, and I just liked to finish it.” 

It remains to be seen when Joseph will finish his apprenticeship with 
Wilkes-Barre/Scranton. He is in the final year of a three-year entry-level 
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contract and is scheduled to become a restricted free agent this 
offseason. 

A left-handed shot in an organization with a surplus of southpaws on the 
blue line, Joseph has played in only four NHL games this season after 
playing in 16 during the 2020-21 campaign. 

With the Penguins facing some daunting free agent questions this 
offseason, they could create salary cap space by jettisoning one of their 
reliable veteran left-handed defenseman such as Mike Matheson or 
Marcus Petterson — or even Dumoulin — and turning to Joseph, who 
presumably would be working under a cheaper contract. 

For the time being, Joseph is embracing the benefits he can still gather 
by being with Wilkes-Barre/Scranton. 

“Just being here with the team here, it helps me in a different way,” 
Joseph said. “I feel like kind of an older guy here, even though I’m really 
young. It’s good to be able to help the younger guys and the guys just 
coming into the (AHL). At the same time, I can improve as well. The big 
word is ‘consistency’ this year. 

“Whenever I have the chance to go up, I’ll just be ready.” 
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How the Penguins unlocked Mike Matheson’s ‘dominant physical 
attributes’ 

 

Mike DeFabo4-5 minutes 2/14/2022 

 

NEWARK, N.J. — Following the Penguins’ 4-2 victory over the New 
Jersey Devils on Sunday, coach Mike Sullivan rattled off a long list of 
defenseman Mike Matheson’s “dominant physical attributes.” 

He’s an elite skater, easily the best on a team built upon speed. His puck 
handling is better than many forwards. In Sullivan’s opinion, Matheson 
has one of the hardest half-slappers “in the entire league.” Good size. 
Solid strength. On and on Sullivan continued. 

Then, even once the formal interview segment was done, the coach was 
not. 

Yeah, that goal he scored was an absolute “missile” from the blue line. 
But did you see the shot that missed the net? He almost broke the glass, 
Sullivan said, shaking his head. 

Yet, for all this cheat-code speed and dazzling offensive upside, 
Matheson was considered a reclamation project — or even a cast off — 
when the Penguins acquired him ahead of the 2020-21 season. Florida 
was more than happy to unload his deal, which carries a $4.875 million 
average annual value. ESPN named it the worst contract on the 
Penguins’ payroll at the time. Matheson himself admitted that things 
“snowballed” and his confidence wavered.  

Now, a year and a half into his Penguins tenure, the narrative around 
Matheson has largely changed. While there are risks and rewards that 
still sometimes don’t pay off, he’s found a way to mostly minimize the 
miscues and unlock those physical skills. 

“I think so much of it is confidence, right?” Matheson said. “When you 
don't feel like things are going well, it can be easy for doubt to creep into 
your game and when that happens, it's tough to execute and be sharp 
throughout the game.” 

This season, there should be plenty of reasons for that confidence to 
swell. Many stats suggest that last year was the best campaign of his 
career — and this year is even better. 

Among NHL defensemen, he’s tied for 15th in the league with seven 
goals this season, all at 5-on-5 play. In total at even strength, the rest of 
the defensemen have just eight goals, with Kris Letang and Brian 
Dumoulin tied for second-most on the club with three each. 

Last season, Matheson was on the ice for more expected goals for than 
against for the first time in his career (54.17%). He’s built on that even 
more this season, as he’s been on the ice for 58% of the expected goals, 
another career high. 

Perhaps the biggest area of improvement has been Matheson’s decision 
making with the puck. After leading the NHL in turnovers in 2018-19, 
Matheson coughed up the puck just 1.6 times per 60 minutes last year at 
5-on-5. By and large, he’s continued to make sound decisions this year, 
recording just 1.85 giveaways per 60 minutes. That’s a marked 
turnaround from that 2018-19 season, when he coughed it up more than 
five times per 60. 

OK, it’s not perfect. Name a defenseman that is. Even during Sunday’s 
game, he tumbled to the ice when the Devils were in transition. That 
mishap fell somewhere in the continuum of blame for the 3-on-2 that 
ended with Jack Hughes all alone in the left circle. 

But for the most part, plays like that have been overshadowed by the 
positives. 

Assistant coach Todd Reirden, who focuses on the defense, deserves 
plenty of credit for working one-on-one with Matheson to get his game 
back on track. Sullivan’s philosophy also has freed up the fleet-footed 
Matheson by highlighting his elite skating in a system built around speed 
and skill. 

And give Matheson himself some credit, too. 

“I just think he's done a good job of just taking what the game gives him,” 
Sullivan said. “When he plays that way, he doesn't chase the game, so to 
speak. I think that's when he's at his best. He's been really effective for 
us.” 
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Yohe: Signing Bryan Rust to a long-term contract with the Penguins is a 
bigger priority than you think 

 

By Josh Yohe Feb 14, 2022  

 

NEWARK, N.J. — Bryan Rust isn’t Evgeni Malkin, who is very much a 
franchise icon. He isn’t Kris Letang, either. 

OK, so what? 

To suggest the Penguins should shrug their shoulders and let him walk 
away into the filthy rich world of unrestricted free agency this summer 
simply isn’t wise. 

What Rust is doing this season is extraordinary, his bouts with bad health 
notwithstanding. It’s not just this season, though. Allow me to provide 
some decidedly unadvanced statistics that nonetheless will prove a pretty 
important point. 

These are Rust’s point per game totals, starting with his rookie season: 

0.14 

0.27 

0.49 

0.55 
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0.49 

1.02 

0.75 

1.37 

Here are his goal per game totals, while we’re at it: 

0.07 

0.10 

0.26 

0.19 

0.25 

0.49 

0.39 

0.63 

You’ll note a trend. 

Rarely have we seen a player who so consistently improves on an almost 
annual basis. Rust is some kind of a success story. When he arrived in 
Pittsburgh for a brief stint during the 2014-15 season, he never passed 
the puck. Ever. He played one period on Crosby’s line during that 
season, and he was banished after 20 minutes because of his refusal or 
inability to send the puck back to the captain. Now? Crosby would 
probably travel to Boston for a few days and have a meeting with the 
Fenway Group head honchos if Mike Sullivan dared to remove Rust from 
his right side. He’s among Crosby’s favorite linemates of all time. 

The same can be said of Malkin, by the way. Both of the Penguins’ future 
Hall of Fame centers love playing with Rust. He’s fast. He draws 
penalties. His goal-scoring touch has improved dramatically during the 
past three seasons. And, unlike the Rust who entered the NHL in 2014, 
this version has actually become quite the playmaker. Rust was always a 
good player in full flight because of his blazing speed, his fearlessness, 
his defensive awareness and his above-average shot. Somewhere along 
the way, probably during the 2019-20 season, Rust learned how to be 
effective when the game becomes stationary. He’s legitimately good on 
the power play now, and, at some point during that season, a good 
player became something more than good as the game began to slow 
down for him. 

Nah, letting him walk doesn’t particularly make sense. Nor does trading 
him before the deadline this spring, even if you’re convinced he’s going 
to walk after the season. Teams with Stanley Cup aspirations don’t let 
players like Rust go gentle into that good night. 

I’ll never forget a conversation I had with Rick Tocchet during the 2016 
playoffs. 

“People don’t understand how important Rusty is to our system,” Tocchet 
said. “We aren’t the same team when he’s out of the lineup. The speed 
he plays with, the flexibility he gives us. That kid is huge.” 

He’s not a kid anymore, but he’s not ancient by any stretch. He’s right in 
his prime. He’s 29. 

In many ways, this is reminiscent of the Patric Hornqvist situation. Jim 
Rutherford ultimately gave Hornqvist a five-year deal even though it was 
widely believed he wouldn’t still be the same player by the end of that 
deal. And you know what? He’s not the same player. He did, however, 
give the Penguins a couple of excellent seasons when they still believed 
themselves to be Stanley Cup contenders. 

Rutherford did the right thing. It’s about winning championships. The 
future will be bleak at some point, perhaps, but the Penguins are still 
terrific after all these years. They’re in first place in the best division in 
hockey. Only Colorado and Florida have more points. It’s Ron Hextall’s 

duty to give the Penguins chances to win the Stanley Cup if the 
foundation for a championship remains. It’s difficult to imagine a scenario 
where the Penguins are better equipped to win a championship with Rust 
playing elsewhere. 

So, this brings us to a very important, very delicate question: How do the 
Penguins go about keeping Malkin, Letang and Rust through this 
season? 

As things currently stand, the Penguins have around $29 million to play 
with on next season’s roster, give or take. Sounds like a lot. Then 
consider that Malkin and Letang combined will still cost the Penguins 
around $16-17 million in cap space, I’d guess. So that leaves around 
$12-13 million for Rust. No problem! 

Well, there is a problem. Zach Aston-Reese and Evan Rodrigues are 
unrestricted free agents this summer. Rodrigues, in particular, is due for 
a big raise. Chad Ruhwedel is also an unrestricted free agent. Kasperi 
Kapanen and Danton Heinen are restricted free agents. You’re either 
keeping those guys — and giving some of them raises — or replacing 
them with other players who are going to put a dent into the Penguins’ 
salary structure. 

Either way, it’s a problem and should make for a difficult summer for 
Hextall. 

However, if Hextall can keep Rust — around six years, $36 million should 
do it, and perhaps Rust would take five years at that same rate, 
otherwise known as the Guentzel contract — he needs to consider it. 
Letang and Malkin are separate entities, but, given their respective ages, 
I wouldn’t place them on a pedestal over Rust. All three are exceedingly 
important to the Penguins’ Stanley Cup window over the next couple of 
years. If that means trading John Marino, while it’s not ideal, so be it. 
Jason Zucker and Mike Matheson might have unmovable contracts, but 
it’s worth a call to Vancouver, not to mention other places. I wouldn’t give 
Rust more money than what Guentzel makes, but if they were to make 
the same, that would seem pretty fair. 

Rust is that important, and for so many reasons. 

While it’s true that replacing Malkin and Letang would be extremely 
difficult, I’d say the same of Rust. Maybe Rodrigues is adequate 
replacement. Maybe. But I happen to think Rodrigues is a much better 
center than he is a wing, and that hot streak is starting to look like an 
aberration. Do you trust Kapanen as a long-term right wing for Crosby or 
Malkin? Didn’t think so. 

Do you like the idea of paying big money to a free agent winger who may 
or may not fit with Crosby and Malkin? Didn’t think so. 

Do you like the idea of Samuel Poulin or Nathan Legare replacing Rust? 
Penguins fans have an interesting habit of always assuming the best 
prospects in the organization are going to blossom into Pavel Bure. While 
I do think they’ll be reasonably solid NHL players, absolutely nothing that 
they’ve done in training camps nor in the American Hockey League 
would indicate that they’re going to be impactful NHL players. 

And that’s what Rust is. He’s impactful. Very impactful. 

It’s dangerous giving a guy who will be 30 in May a long-term deal. His 
play will likely drop off at some point over the course the deal. He’s also 
somewhat injury-prone. It’s not necessarily ideal. 

But this is a risk worth taking. He’s a really, really good player who is 
bordering on great. He has chemistry with the big guns. Good on the 
power play. Good on the penalty kill. Good in the locker room. He’s as 
fast as ever. 

As big-game artists go, Rust has few equals. When the Penguins 
decided to bring 37-year-old Jeff Carter back for a couple of more years, 
they determined that the Cup window remains wide open. 

Fair enough. But you don’t make such a declaration and then let Rust 
walk. 
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PHN Blog: The Penguins First Solid Win with Malkin, Rebuilding their 
Game 

 

Published 20 hours ago on February 14, 2022By Dan Kingerski  

 

It was globetrotter hockey. Sloppy, irresponsible hockey has occasionally 
sunk the Pittsburgh Penguins throughout the last 15 years. In January, 
the Penguins immediately reverted to that mindset following their 10-
game winning streak when Evgeni Malkin returned to the lineup. 

Sunday’s 4-2 win over New Jersey Devils was a different story, finally. 

Malkin had nearly 10 months of rink rust to undo, but the team decided it 
was different when he returned in January. Whether it was conscious or 
unconscious, everything changed, and not for the better. 

The Penguins won with Malkin back in the lineup on Sunday after he 
missed the previous two due to COVID protocol. The Penguins, not 
coincidentally, won both previous games. Perhaps head coach Mike 
Sullivan sent a little message to his team in the postgame on Sunday, 
too. 

“I don’t think we were quite as sharp today as we were against Ottawa 
(on Thursday). You know, I felt our guys, our team, was really locked in 
against Ottawa. I thought we worked today. We were trying to dictate the 
terms out there as far as controlling territory and executing some of the 
strategies that we utilize as a group to try to do that, but I do think we 
played well enough to earn a win,” Sullivan said. 

Malkin wasn’t in the lineup on Thursday against Ottawa when Sullivan 
felt his team was dialed in. 

Despite a six-game winning streak after Malkin returned in mid-January, 
Sunday was the first gritty effort with the big guy back in the lineup. The 
Penguins won those other games “without their best.” Sunday, they 
simplified. It was the first solid game with Malkin on the ice. 

And that was a big step in the right direction. 

“It seemed like every position was playing very solid. It didn’t seem like 
we were making a lot of big, glaring mistakes. And so I think it was just a 
solid effort,” defenseman Mike Matheson said. 

However, Malkin’s line with Brock McGinn and Kasperi Kapanen was a 
negative. While the team was in the positive territory with shots, shot 
attempts and generated scoring chances, the Malkin line did not. 

The Jeff Carter line generated seven scoring chances and gave up just 
one. The fourth line with Brian Boyle also generated five chances whilst 
giving up one. Crosby had to defend Jack Hughes, and the Penguins’ 
top-line outscored their opponent, though they were slightly outchanced 
(8-5). 

The Malkin line was outchanced 6-2. 

Please don’t mistake that for blaming Evgeni Malkin. Kasperi Kapanen 
was again AWOL. He had one shot on goal. The coaches are also 
shoehorning McGinn on the left side; McGinn has been little more than 
an impactful fourth-liner in his seven-year career. 

And yet it was a step in the right direction because the team was not 
affected by it. The team simplified their game with extended offensive 
pressure in the low zone. They chipped pucks deep and retrieved them. 
The fourth-liners with Boyle, Zach Aston-Reese, and Dominik Simon 
chipped in two goals. 

The rest of the team played a gritty game, between the dots and down 
low in the offensive zone without forgetting about the unfun side of the 
rink. 

It felt like more than baby steps. 

Pittsburgh Penguins Return to Form? 

The Penguins finally played something akin to their best hockey with 
Malkin and won. 

“I think, for the most part, we’re trying to play the game that gives us the 
best chance to win (since the All-Star break). And our players have a real 
good understanding of what that looks like. When we’re on the same 
page from a collective effort standpoint, I think we’re a team that plays a 
stingy game,” Sullivan said. “And I think we do it differently than a lot of 
teams. We’re not a team that sits back and just defends. I think our best 
defense takes place 150, 160 feet from our net just with our puck 
possession game or our pursuit game.” 

The stark nature of the Penguins’ about-face before the All-Star break 
was greater than anyone predicted. It was like a substitute teacher 
showing up and canceling the test. Suddenly, everything was loose, and 
the structure which carried the Penguins through adverse times in 
November and December was gone. 

The Pittsburgh Penguins are on a three-game winning streak. While 
none have been their oppressive best, they have returned to the 
structure. They outshot Ottawa 19-5 in the third period. They kept the 
New Jersey Devils off the board in the third period. 

New Jersey is not the slouch their record may suggest. The team is 
finding its stride with Jack Hughes back in the lineup consistently and 
scored seven goals in each of their previous two games, including a five-
goal third period comeback win over the stingy St. Louis Blues. 

Sunday wasn’t a step in the right direction for Kasperi Kapanen, but it 
was a step in the right direction for Evgeni Malkin and the team. They 
simplified their game and applied heavy pressure. 

Now, about Kapanen… 
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The Athletic / Who says no? NHL executives evaluate your trade 
proposals for Chychrun, Giroux, Hertl and others 

 

By Corey Pronman Feb 15, 2022 

 

Welcome to “Who Says No,” where we solicit your trade proposals and 
bring them to NHL executives for their thoughts on which team they think 
would decline that offer. 

When we elicited submissions for trade ideas, we were initially 
concerned that we wouldn’t get enough good ones to bring to league 
personnel. More than 1,000 comments later, we clearly underrated your 
enthusiasm for coming up with trade proposals. 

Last year, Craig Custance did a victory lap when he got an NHL 
executive to approve one trade. I’m glad to report that we got several 
trades approved for this year’s edition. The only reasonable conclusion 
here is that my readers are smarter than Craig’s. 

With that said, let’s get to the trades and comments from league 
personnel. Multiple executives were consulted and no league sources 
were asked to comment on deals involving their own clubs. I should note 
that I didn’t audit these trades for salary cap issues. 

The Jakob Chychrun Deals 
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Chychrun’s situation is probably the most interesting to monitor going into 
the deadline. He’s a big, highly mobile defenseman with some offense 
signed at a reasonable cap hit through the 2025 season. Given how 
much term is left on Chychrun’s contract, these proposals were the most 
fascinating and involve the most talent coming back to Arizona. 

1. Islanders trade Anthony Beauvillier, Aatu Raty, a first-round pick this 
year that’s top-10 protected, and a third-round pick to the Coyotes for 
Jakob Chychrun — Liam K. 

Exec No. 1: That is the asking price roughly for Chychrun and nobody 
has done it yet. It’s close, but I would guess Islanders say no. Beauvillier 
is pretty good, an established solid NHL player. Raty some people like, 
some people don’t, and a first-round pick that could get pushed to 2023. 
It is close but just a tad too much for the Islanders. 

Exec No. 2: Islanders say no. 

2. Chychrun to St. Louis for Marco Scandella, Scott Perunovich, Jake 
Neighbours and a first-round pick in 2022. — Zack B. 

Exec No. 1: St. Louis says no. 

Exec No. 2: Arizona says no. 

Pronman: I think this is what it’s going to take to get Chychrun. I like both 
Perunovich and Neighbours a lot but neither are considered elite young 
assets by NHL personnel. I would do this deal if I were the Blues and 
believed in Chychrun. 

3. Chychrun to Los Angeles for Gabriel Vilardi, Lias Andersson, Tobias 
Bjornfot, and 2022 second- and third-round picks. — Tyler W. 

Exec: Arizona says no. 

Pronman: Vilardi and Andersson’s stocks are not very high at the 
moment although Vilardi has been quite good in the AHL of late. Talking 
to NHL personnel, I don’t get the sense either can be core pieces of a 
deal. Bjornfot is more intriguing because there are more NHL believers, 
but L.A. would probably need to throw in another more enticing piece. 

4. Panthers receive Chychrun, Coyotes receive: 2023 first-round pick, F 
Owen Tippett, F Grigori Denisenko, and F Frank Vatrano (money out) — 
Terry G. 

Exec No. 1: Denisenko’s value has gone down but he can still be part of 
a bigger trade. Tippett is pretty good. Vatrano is a useful piece that could 
be flipped to someone else. It’s a good package, but Arizona isn’t getting 
back the solidified piece that they want. But Tippett does have upside. 
Florida says no, I think just because it will hurt their depth too much. 

Exec No. 2: Arizona says no. You have to get Spencer Knight in this deal 
if you’re them. 

The Claude Giroux Deals 

While Giroux would need to agree to be moved, should he do so, there 
will be a lot of interest — especially from teams looking to upgrade their 
center position (such as the first team mentioned below). Giroux is an 
extremely skilled player who is up there in age now at 34 but could 
certainly upgrade a contender’s forward group. 

5. To Minnesota: Claude Giroux (50 percent retained). To Philadelphia: 
2022 first-round pick, Calen Addison, conditional 2023 second if 
Minnesota makes the Stanley Cup Final — Luke D. 

Exec: Minnesota would say no — it’s too much for a rental. Addison I 
think is really good. You have a first-round pick and that conditional pick I 
think is too much. 

Follow-up from Pronman: You don’t think it’s worth doing a first and a 
good prospect for Claude Giroux? 

Exec: I do, but I think Addison is more than a good prospect. 

Pronman: I think this deal is closer than the exec did. I like Addison a lot 
but you gotta give to get, and I don’t view him as such a premium 
defense asset to not be used in a move like this. 

Claude Giroux. (Brad Penner / USA Today) 

6. To Colorado: Giroux (half retained). To Philadelphia: J.T. Compher, 
Drew Helleson, and a 2023 first-round pick. — Jared W. 

Exec: This could be a deal. J.T. Compher is overpaid for what he is, so 
there’s value in moving him out; Helleson is a very solid defense 
prospect. With Bowen Byram’s health issues you’re probably less 
inclined to trade Helleson but they do have Justin Barron still. 

7. Philly trades Giroux (50% retained) and a 2022 fourth for Pittsburgh’s 
2022 first, Kasperi Kapanen and Samuel Poulin — Michael W. 

Exec: Philly says no. Poulin’s been just OK right now. Kapanen is a 
known commodity. They would want better, younger pieces in a Giroux 
trade. 

The Tomas Hertl Deals 

Like Giroux, Hertl is a very good center who would be a massive get for a 
contending team. While the Sharks have better playoff odd than the 
Flyers they are still longshots, leading to speculation of Hertl moving. 

8. The Bruins trade Jake DeBrusk, Jack Studnicka, and two first-round 
picks to the Sharks for Tomas Hertl.— Jan 

Exec: Bruins say no. The DeBrusk part makes it tricky but two firsts and 
arguably their top prospect for a rental is a lot. 

9. To Leafs: Tomas Hertl. To San Jose: Rodion Amirov, Mikhail 
Abramov, Toronto’s 2022 first-round pick. — Dan P. 

Exec: It’s relatively fair but I think San Jose still says no. 

Pronman: I don’t think Abramov has much trade value when talking to 
scouts around the league. If that piece got upgraded it would probably 
create a doable trade. 

10. Sharks trade Hertl to Wild for 2022 first-round pick, Marat 
Khusnutdinov and Daemon Hunt. — Erik S. 

Exec: Sharks say no. There’s not enough there. 

Pronman: Khusnutdinov and Hunt are both valuable prospects who could 
be part of a trade, but the Sharks, for such a significant player like Hertl, 
would likely want more of a premium asset coming back. Marco Rossi 
would be too much for the Wild, so I wonder if you change Hunt to Calen 
Addison, if that would get it done. 

The Filip Zadina Deals 

I didn’t expect Zadina to be such a prominent part of this article, and part 
of that was due likely to the quantity of Red Wings readers we have, but 
we got a ton of Zadina proposals. He’s been playing better lately, but 
overall his time in Detroit has not gone as envisioned — the No. 6 pick in 
the 2018 NHL Draft has 52 points in 133 NHL games. 

11. Filip Zadina to Ottawa for Erik Brannstrom — @brianvxyz 

Exec No. 1: I’ve heard this one a lot. I’m a Brannstrom fan, but Detroit 
says no. I think there is still some upside in Zadina as a scorer. 
Brannstrom’s already on his second team and trying to be moved to a 
third, so I don’t know what’s gone wrong with him. 

Exec No. 2: Detroit says no. 

Pronman: I agree. I like both players, but my preference is Zadina in this 
case. Both have flaws and are seen as one-dimensional players, but 
Zadina has more of a pro toolkit given his size to go with his great 
offensive ability and good enough skating. Brannstrom needs to be great 
offensively to carve out a significant NHL role and to date, he hasn’t 
been. 

12. Zadina for Kaapo Kakko — Tory H. 
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Exec: Rangers say no. 

Pronman’s comment: Agree with the executive. Kakko’s production 
hasn’t been all that amazing in the NHL, but he provides some hard 
elements in how he plays that Zadina doesn’t — to go with the fact they 
both haven’t scored at huge levels. 

13. Zadina for Jake DeBrusk straight up — Nick A. 

Exec: I don’t like either guy, but Detroit says no. 

14. Red Wings trade Nick Leddy and Filip Zadina to the New York 
Islanders for a 2022 second and 2023 first. — David P. 

Exec: Islanders say no. They’re not in it so they don’t need Leddy and 
nobody is trading a first for Zadina. 

Other Trades 

15. Penguins get Phil Kessel (ARI retains 50 percent). Coyotes get Alex 
Nylander and a 2023 second-round pick. — Shawn O. 

Kessel has been rumored in trades pretty much since the season began. 
He’s putting up reasonable numbers for Arizona but the question is how 
much of a market will there be for the 34-year-old? 

Exec: Penguins say no, almost zero percent chance you get a second-
round pick for Phil Kessel. The Coyotes have offered him around for a 
third-round pick while retaining 50 percent and haven’t gotten a buyer 
yet. 

Pronman: If you consider Taylor Hall’s return last year I see where the 
exec is coming from. I always hear from management types who say, “I 
can always get a winger” on the trade market. I’m skeptical anyone else 
is taking Alex Nylander too, but maybe if it’s a 2023 pick you can get a 
second, so I don’t mind this deal. 

16. Rangers acquire JT Miller at 50 percent retention in exchange for 
Vitali Kravtsov, Nils Lundkvist, 2022 first-round pick — Anthony C. 

Miller being reacquired by the Rangers has been a popular rumor of late. 
The Rangers have a deep farm system to make a deal work, and you 
figure one of Zac Jones or Nils Lundkvist will be moved this deadline or 
in the offseason. They’re both strong prospects but hard to imagine an 
NHL coach playing three small offense-driven defensemen given they 
already have Adam Fox. 

Exec No. 1: That’s not bad. Canucks would get a first-round pick. Gets 
them some cap space, and a very good defense prospect — of which 
they have little in their system. Kravtsov is a wash. Rangers have two 
second-round picks this year and some cap space so I like this deal for 
both sides. 

Exec No. 2:  It sounds fair, maybe Rangers say no. 

J.T. Miller. (Sergei Belski / USA Today) 

17. Senators acquire Clayton Keller from Arizona for Erik Brannstrom, 
Ridly Greig, 2022 2nd round pick. — Andrew G. 

Exec No. 1: Ottawa says no. They would never want to take on a 7 
million dollar contract for players on entry-level deals. 

Exec No. 2: Arizona says no. Greig is a nice player, but he projects 
probably as a third-liner. Are people trying to pretend Brannstrom is good 
again? 

18. Carter Hart for 2022 first, Jesse Puljujarvi, Dmitri Samorukov and 
Stuart Skinner — Uk M. 

Exec No. 1: Edmonton says no. That’s a lot — way too much for Hart. 

Exec No. 2: Edmonton says no. 

Pronman: Hart has bounced back this season so I thought this was an 
interesting gauge of his trade value. NHL personnel still like the player 
but probably not to the level of his value two years ago. 

19. and 20. Kravtsov (NYR) for Vilardi (LA) or Zadina (DET) for Vilardi 
(LA) — Michal Z. 

Exec No. 1: Kings say no, then Detroit says no. 

Exec No. 2: I don’t see Kravtsov being dealt for a 50/50 piece in a deal 
like this. I think he’ll be a part of a bigger trade. I don’t think they want to 
recreate the Lias Andersson deal. 

21. To Toronto: John Klingberg, Jacob Peterson. To Dallas: Nick 
Robertson, Nick Ritchie (salary), Travis Dermott, Toronto’s 2022 second-
round pick, 2023 first-round pick — Zack S. 

Exec: It’s close but I think Dallas says no. They’re not really getting a 
premium asset back. Robertson is a good prospect but he’s not a sure 
thing. He projects as a middle-six winger, which isn’t that valuable. 

Pronman: This is close to the package I proposed for Klingberg. If you 
remove Peterson from the equation this could be a deal. 

22. Red Wings trade Tyler Bertuzzi and Albert Johansson to the 
Avalanche for Alex Newhook and a 2022 second — Alex B. 

Exec No. 1: It sounds fair. Colorado wants to win now and Bertuzzi helps 
that cause. 

Exec No. 2: That’s a tough one. I would think both say no but more 
Colorado than Detroit. Bertuzzi helps Detroit — he’s good, he’s not old, 
you could re-sign him. He won’t get vaccinated, but you have to imagine 
those rules go away at some point. For this season though, if Colorado 
gets him and ends up playing a Canadian team in the playoffs that isn’t 
helpful. Newhook is an excellent prospect too and then you create cap 
space issues. 

23. To Nashville: Calle Jarnkrok. To Seattle: 2022 third-round pick. — 
Austin N. 

Exec: It’s probably very close to fair on the deadline day, probably what 
they get but they’ll wait as long as they can to get more. 

24. Marc-André Fleury to Edmonton for a first-round pick — Kevin J. 

We find a way in the final trade to get Edmonton their goalie. 

Exec: I think both teams say yes. It’s a good deal, but I’m nervous if I’m 
Edmonton. 
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The Athletic / Analyzing the potential return of Team North America — Is 
it worth bringing back? Who makes the team? 

 

By Shayna Goldman and Dom Luszczyszyn Feb 14, 2022 

 

With the NHL opting out of the Olympics, one wild idea could have been 
hosting their own international tournament during what was supposed to 
be the Olympic break. Bringing back the World Cup of Hockey, even in 
February, isn’t some outlandish idea, either — it’s been reported there’s 
a strong possibility it’s brought back in February 2024.  

So what if it was held this month? Who would make each team?  

That depends on which teams would be competing.  

Team North America took the tournament by storm back in 2016, with the 
skill and speed of Connor McDavid, Nathan MacKinnon, Jack Eichel, and 
Auston Matthews, among others, upsetting powerhouses like Sweden in 
overtime along the way. North America added an element of excitement, 
and opened the door for more players to be involved who wouldn’t have 
necessarily cracked the USA or Canadian rosters — there are only so 
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many slots available between those two teams in a league filled with 
players from North America.  

There’s no guarantee the NHL would create another Team North 
America for a future World Cup, especially if there’s any belief it would 
water down the countries it would be poaching its young talent from. We 
put that to the test by building rosters for the USA, Canada, and North 
America as if the World Cup of Hockey was taking place instead of the 
Olympics this month.  

Like the last World Cup of Hockey, Team North America features players 
who are 23-and under from the USA and Canada. Seeing as this is a 
tournament held in February, our age cutoff was January 1, 2022.  

The first iteration of the North America roster we put together features 
only players competing in the NHL right now. Last year’s Calder runner-
up Jason Robertson leads the left wings, while rookie of the year hopeful 
Trevor Zegras slots down the middle of the third line. Matt Boldy made 
enough noise at the NHL level in such a short time that he cracked the 
roster, too. There are strong transitional players like Zegras, Jack 
Hughes and Jordan Kyrou, along with those who can challenge 
goaltenders in the net-front area like Brady Tkachuk and Pierre-Luc 
Dubois. Tkachuk headlines an all-Senators line, showcasing the bevy of 
future talent the team has. With a few more centers available, we also 
flexed Robert Thomas and Hughes to wing. It’s not like Hughes’ faceoff 
“prowess” will be an asset here, anyway. 

Besides these 12 forwards, there are quite a few other considerations. 
Mason McTavish would add some spice to this roster both in 2022 and 
2024. Alex Formenton could be in the mix to give Ottawa four skaters up 
front. Oliver Wahlstrom, Dawson Mercer, Alex Newhook, Kirby Dach, and 
Seth Jarvis could all make their cases too — same for Brandon Hagel 
and Joel Farabee. Alexis Lafrenière and Quinton Byfield — the No. 1 and 
No. 2 picks of the 2020 draft — didn’t make this roster just yet, but 
unquestionably could make a push in 2024.  

And for some true young guns — like Matthews playing in 2016 before 
making his NHL debut — the option is there for Shane Wright and 
Connor Bedard to make some noise both now and in two years.  

Defense is where this team is particularly stacked. Cale Makar and Adam 
Fox lead the way on the right — that already puts them in contention for 
one of the best 1-2 combinations on the right in the entire tournament. 
Quinn Hughes — another fellow former NCAA defender who made his 
debut the same season as Makar and Fox — and smooth-skating Sam 
Girard round out the top-four. The third pair features a shooting defender 
in Evan Bouchard on the right with the defensive Ryan Lindgren, who 
has shown the ability to complement a more offensively-minded skater.  

Our pick for that third left-handed defense spot was initially Bowen 
Byram, but given he’s taken a step back from hockey to recover from 
lingering concussion issues, we’ve held off for right now. Aside from 
Byram, close runners-up included Noah Dobson, Jakob Chychrun, Sean 
Durzi and Jamie Drysdale. 

Goaltending was the area where we had the fewest options. Carter Hart’s 
bounce-back season earned him the starting role, with Spencer Knight 
backing up. But Jake Oettinger and Jeremy Swayman could be 
considerations, at least for the second slot.  

The biggest question is how much the construction of this (gimmick) 
roster affects the actual nations they’re drawing from. As it turns out, it 
stings, but it’s easily manageable.  

What hurts the most, obviously, is each team losing their top defender: 
Makar and Fox. The latter won the Norris Trophy last season and the 
former looks like the front-runner this season. It wouldn’t be a shock at all 
to see the duo trade the trophy back and forth over the next decade, so 
losing them is a massive loss. 

But a loss is only as massive as what comes in to replace it, and both 
teams are extremely fortunate with the talent waiting in the wings. 
Obviously, neither player is on the level of a Makar or Fox, but these 
aren’t scrubs coming in either. For the United States, it’s not a huge drop 

from Fox to John Carlson, who is a premier offensive defender in his own 
right (and arguably should’ve been among the top six to begin with). He 
can capably fill the void offensively. For Canada, it would be between 
Drew Doughty and Dougie Hamilton to fill the void of Makar. While 
neither is as transcendent as Makar, they’re both elite defenders who 
bring plenty of value. In both cases, there isn’t a huge loss in fit, either. 
Aaron Ekblad can slide onto the top pair and blend seamlessly with 
Devon Toews, while Morgan Rielly and Doughty feel like a perfect match 
together. Stateside, Charlie McAvoy and Jaccob Slavin might be the best 
shutdown pair any team can create, Ryan McDonagh is a great 
defensive aid for Carlson, and Seth Jones gets to play with his former 
partner Zach Werenski. 

Oh yeah, Werenski.  

Canada only loses Makar to North America, but the USA would suffer a 
couple more losses on top of Fox. Werenski subs in for Quinn Hughes 
and Alex DeBrincat comes in for Robertson up front. Like the Fox-for-
Carlson swap, neither of those moves are super substantial, but they are 
noticeable and they add up. The States are definitely hurt more by the 
existence of Team North America. 

In total, Canada’s win rate drops by 1.7 wins, pushing its expected win 
percentage from 0.869 to 0.847. The USA’s win rate drops by 2.6 wins, 
pushing its expected win percentage from 0.816 to 0.785. It creates a 
slightly wider gap between the two nations and would increase Canada’s 
chances of winning from 59.9 percent to 60.4 percent. It’s half a percent, 
no big deal. 

So Team North America can field a roster of NHL-caliber talent without 
depleting Canada or the U.S. of too many players.  

The bigger question is how the young guns stack up. As seen above on 
their graphic, Team North America would have an expected win 
percentage of 0.629 — roughly equivalent to the best teams in the NHL. 
Very strong, but not juggernaut-Olympic-team strong. 

On the scale of Olympic team quality, North America would slide 
somewhere between Sweden and Finland as currently constructed. The 
team’s chances of winning against Canada would be 23 percent and 
would rise to 32 percent against the USA.  

That’s pretty competitive as far as facing those two teams goes and 
would give the NHL a sixth “powerhouse” team at the tournament, 
creating a larger balance of skill. 

It would make for some terrific hockey, but the question remains: Would it 
be a worthwhile gimmick to continue? Or was Team North America better 
served as a one-off spectacle?  

The plus side is that Team North America expands the field a bit. It gives 
more American and Canadian players an opportunity to contend in a 
tournament, seeing as there are so many players to choose between the 
23-and-under group and the senior level.  

Based on Olympic projections, we already know that most players 
assigned to North America wouldn’t have a chance on the senior roster. 
A stacked forward group keeps Kyrou off the roster, despite a stellar 
season. Meanwhile, on a 23-and-under roster, he’d probably have a top-
six role. Robertson likely sees a huge boost on the depth chart for TNA 
versus USA, too. And the chances of McTavish and Bedard cracking 
either senior-level squad at this point would be slim to none.  

That opportunity is what North America provided in 2016. MacKinnon, 
McDavid and Eichel probably have all made their respective teams 
without a specific squad for 23-and-under players. But John Gibson and 
Connor Hellebuyck may not have been in the blue paint over Ben Bishop 
and Jonathan Quick, who were more accomplished at the time. Rielly or 
Ekblad may not have been seen as locks for Canada at the time, either. 
It’s debatable whether Vincent Trocheck or even Matthews at that point 
in his career would have cracked the senior lineups, too, because 
general managers and coaches tend to lean on veterans in high-pressure 
situations, which tournaments are filled with. 
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Team North America providing opportunity for more players to contend is 
the gimmicky reason to include them. It is a spectacle that showcases 
the young skill in the NHL for the world to get to know so early in their 
careers, and opens the chance for these players to show they can handle 
playing in crucial situations against veterans on the international level.  

But above all else, Team North America inclusion doesn’t take away from 
the main rosters. There’s legitimately enough talent for all three to 
contend, with the added bonus of a young guns team that brings some 
excitement and the potential for chaos into the mix.  

There is a downside, though, and it’s admitting that — as exciting as the 
team would no doubt be, it is still a gimmick. There’s a reason NHLers 
long for the Olympic Games, but didn’t give much of a second thought to 
the most recent World Cup — the former has prestige, while the latter … 
just doesn’t. There’s a way to build that, to make it feel special and 
worthwhile, and adding gimmicky teams does take away from that. 

It would’ve meant a lot for Team North America to win that tournament in 
2016, but it likely would’ve meant a helluva lot more to win it as a 
member of Team Canada or Team USA. That’s the team these players 
want to be a part of. Makar and Fox would be the best defenders on 
those teams and to have them playing for a Team North America instead 
feels off. 

The most exciting thing about a best-on-best tournament is motivated 
players who care deeply about the prize. As exciting as Team North 
America may be on the ice, their inclusion does take a bit of the 
tournament’s pedigree. 

It’s a tough call the NHL will have to make here and there’s a good 
reason to support either side. The inclusion of Team North America may 
not water down the talent from Canada and the USA, but would it be 
worth watering down the reputation of the tournament? 
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The Athletic / Wheeler: Top 64 prospects for the 2022 NHL Draft at 
midseason 

 

Scott Wheeler Feb 14, 2022  

 

Welcome to my midseason ranking of the top 64 prospects eligible for 
the 2022 NHL Draft. 

This is my fourth of five rankings for this year’s draft class. It follows my 
early top 22, September’s preseason top 32 and November’s preliminary 
top 64. It will be followed by my final top 100 closer to the draft. 

My midseason top 64 includes 46 forwards, 18 defensemen, and zero 
goalies. I seriously considered two goalies here (both of whom I expect 
will slot on my longer year-end draft board), but this draft definitely lacks 
a legitimate prospect in net. 

This list is made up of 25 Canadians, 13 Americans, nine Swedes, five 
Finns, five Russians, three Slovaks, three Czechs, and one Austrian. 

My prognostication of the draft, on the whole, is that the late 2003s and 
2004 age group isn’t a particularly strong one. There is skater depth in 
decent numbers. I really struggled with my last dozen or so cuts for this 
list, meaning the quality of the players at the tail end here extends right 
into the mid-to-high 70s right now. But the top of the draft is weaker than 
normal in relative terms, with a No. 1 pick who hasn’t quite played to 
expectations and questions about virtually every prospect in the top-10 
conversation. 

Note: Though I consult scouts, coaches, managers, and agents in 
preparing my draft boards, the following evaluations are strictly my own. 
For more information on my process, read my guide to scouting. 

1. Shane Wright — C, Kingston Frontenacs, 6-foot-1 

Before I get into my scouting report on Wright, an opening thought: The 
conversation that has emerged around Wright this season (particularly in 
the public sphere) has become a black and white debate where one side 
bellyaches and throws out terms like “disappointment” and the other 
takes offence and dismisses or laughs at the critics as if Wright’s merits 
as the presumptive No. 1 pick cannot be questioned. 

Somewhere in the grey area, though, we can still contextualize where 
Wright’s at and where he’s headed while understanding that his two-way 
game provides value and that he plays a premium position, and also that 
he missed all of last season and his projection isn’t as rosy as it was 
during his tremendous rookie season. Keeping all of that in mind, I have 
still settled on Wright as the top prospect in this draft. I still expect he’ll be 
the first player taken there, too. But it’s not unreasonable to consider the 
merits of some other names. 

Wright is a very athletic kid who boasts a wide gait and boxy shoulders 
that allow him to stay over pucks and play through checks. Those 
physical tools are complemented by a lethal wrist shot release (which he 
can get off from several stances and pops off of his blade’s heel or toe) 
and quick hands in traffic that allow him to take pucks off of the wall from 
won battles and create scoring chances to the interior. He’s also one of 
the most diligent three-zone players in the draft, with a powerful stride 
that helps him push play up ice (though its power is more evident on the 
length of the sheet than from a standstill into a quick foot race) when he’s 
done providing support low in his zone or above the puck. 

And while his shot is his biggest weapon inside the offensive zone (I 
actually think he’s owed a few more goals and a shooting percentage 
that is a few percentile points higher than his current 13%), he has 
played a much more creative game inside the offensive zone of late. He 
blends versatile skill with a heady, detailed game that will allow him to 
drive a line and be relied upon in all situations down the middle at the 
next level. 

2. Matthew Savoie — C, Winnipeg Ice, 5-foot-10 

There isn’t a player in this draft class whose game thrills more than 
Savoie’s does. Inside the offensive zone, he’s lethal. He’s got extremely 
quick side-to-side hands that help him beat defenders one-on-one off of 
cuts. He’s got an NHL shot (which he can place with pinpoint accuracy 
from a bad angle and rip by a goalie clean from a distance, but he also 
loves to change up and slide five-hole). He’s excellent in traffic because 
of his craftiness and maneuverability into scoring spots. He’s a burning 
skater with underrated (I can’t stress this enough) explosiveness that 
allows him to win races, separate in transition, and put defenders onto 
their heels. 

He’s a soft small-area passer who blends deception into his movements. 
And then on top of those things, he’s got a bit of a chip on his shoulder. 
He’s always engaged, he keeps his feet moving, he plays with a ton of 
energy, and he’s a reliable defensive zone player. He’s also sturdier on 
his feet than his frame might suggest, which helps him play between 
checks. I see a dynamic, high-tempo, top-six, goal-creating package. 
He’s an exciting talent in a draft that’s short on them. 

Here’s that shot of his, which makes him a long-range threat and gives 
him clear PP1 upside: 

And here’s that skating, which is highlighted additionally by his directional 
changes and his ability to attack on angles: 

3. Simon Nemec — RHD, HK Nitra, 6-foot-1 

Statistically speaking, Nemec’s profile indicates he’s clearly the No. 1 
defenceman in this draft class. He has made history with stellar age-
adjusted results in Slovakia’s top-flight Tipos Extraliga over the last two 
seasons. My evaluation of his game reflects that just as clearly, too. But 
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a poll of NHL scouts still slots him in the 5-10 range more than this one 
and NHL Central Scouting ranked him sixth among European skaters in 
their midseason list. And while I can understand the cases for and 
against every other player being considered near the top of the 2022 
class, I don’t see the case against Nemec as anything but a top-five guy. 

This is a kid who has looked a class above his peers whenever he’s 
played with them, has held his own on the senior men’s international 
stage already, and is already an established pro defender who has 
provided value at both ends in his top domestic league (albeit a difficult 
one to evaluate). Nemec is a calculated and poised three-zone defender 
who is capable of organizing play from the top of the zone, executing 
through seams in coverage at a high level, and starting and leading his 
fair share of rushes. 

He’s got great edges and four-way mobility, too. And he also regularly 
flashes some sneaky deception, which blends beautifully with his rare 
maturity for his age. Though I wouldn’t say he’s a dynamic, game-
breaking type offensively, I see plenty of calmness and talent, the game 
comes easy to him, he knows when and how to push (and when and how 
to sit back and defend), he’s already got pro size, he plays a polished 
game, and he’s a righty. I think he’s got a really good chance of 
becoming the best defenceman out of Slovakia since Zdeno Chara and a 
true No. 2 guy who can contribute in all situations in the NHL. 

4. Logan Cooley — C, U.S. NTDP, 5-foot-10 

Cooley is a beautiful, flowing skater capable of beating defenders off the 
mark or circling the zone to get defenders watching him with the puck. 
He’s got an uncanny ability to side-step and hop around oncoming 
players at speed. He’s got a great sixth sense for timing and spacing 
around the zone which frees him to accept passes or jumps him onto 
rebounds. Despite a smallish frame, he regularly flashes skill to the 
inside, slicing to the middle and pulling pucks through or around 
defenders. 

He’s also a Swiss Army knife player who combines NHL speed and skill 
with a working attitude to push pace, make plays, win races, stay 
involved, and get onto the ice in all situations. I love his tempo and feel 
for the game out there. His touch with the puck and hands both get high 
grades, his skating (particularly his change of pace) and energy level are 
both differentiators, and those things make for a pretty compelling 
package on the ice. You won’t find a scout who doesn’t like him, either. 

5. Brad Lambert — C/RW, Pelicans, 6-foot-1 

One of the top prospects in this age group for years, Lambert struggled 
out of the gate this season due to a combination of injury, illness, his own 
play, and the struggles of his team. Then, in search of a reset after 
flashing his skill (briefly) at the world juniors, he left JYP, his team of the 
last two seasons, to return to the Pelicans, the team he was brought up 
in. And while the counting stats still haven’t come, I’ve liked what I’ve 
seen of him there and he has been snakebitten all year (his shooting 
percentage, which has sat between 3-5 percent all year, is not reflective 
of the chances he has created). When Lambert is feeling himself, he’s 
fearless with the puck, makes a ton of plays in control, looks to dictate in 
possession, and has both the hands and the skating to create. 

He’s got excellent control of his outside edges which allow him to carve 
up coverage on cutbacks and carries. He’s slippery because of his ability 
to spin away from his man and make a play. He’s a good passer off his 
backhand. Some scouts worry about Lambert’s game without the puck in 
terms of both his intensity off of it and his ability to make things happen 
offensively when he’s not getting a ton of touches. With it, though, 
Lambert’s a multi-faceted threat who blends impressive puck skill with 
good all-around skating mechanics and an attack mentality that 
complements a dangerous curl-and-drag shot (which also complements 
the short stick he uses). 

He plays pucks into space beautifully, gets to the interior (certainly 
against his peers, at least), splits lanes, cuts off the wall aggressively 
(though I’ve found him doing less of this in Liiga this year, so I’m going to 
keep an eye on it moving forward), and has a low base to his stride that 

allows him to extend plays (though he does have a bit of a hunch to his 
posture, which can put him off balance). He’s excellent on the point and 
half wall on the power play because of his puck skill, dangerous wrister 
off the flank and playmaking instincts but he’s going to have to make 
plays more consistently at even strength to fulfill his top-six upside. 

6. Danila Yurov — LW/RW, Metallurg Magnitogorsk, 6-foot-1 

Yurov’s one of my favourites in this draft class. He is already a proven 
dominant player in the MHL, where he drives play, chances, and results 
at both ends. He’s got an impressive track record (in part because of his 
December 2003 birthday but mostly because of his well-rounded skill 
level) both domestically and internationally. He’s a kid who has really 
impressed me almost every time I’ve watched him against his peers. If 
you were to fill up two buckets with his tools (one for the strengths, one 
for the weaknesses) and place them on a scale, the bucket with his 
strengths in it would be overflowing and the one with his weaknesses 
would be near-empty. 

He plays hard and fast, he pushes tempo, he’s a strong and balanced 
skater, he’s an excellent give-and-go player who excels at playing in and 
out of space without the puck, his shot comes off of his blade hard in 
motion (though it could use a little more versatility), he’s got pro size and 
skill, he’s diligent in all three zones, and he’s almost always in the right 
position or reading the play to get back into it (on offence or defence). 
Kids his age are often either advanced in the way they operate on the ice 
but lack the high-end skill to make the most out of it, or have the skill in 
spades but struggle to use it because they aren’t processing the game 
fast enough. Yurov doesn’t have any problems on either front. 

He may not become a star, but he’s got projectable top-six tools. Now it’s 
just about getting a real opportunity in the KHL (one which has not been 
afforded to him to date).  

7. Joakim Kemell — RW, JYP, 5-foot-11 

After exploding out of the gate to lead Liiga in scoring through the first 
third of the season, Kemell has gone pointless in (as I write this) his last 
11 games of the season (nine with JYP, two with the Finnish national 
team at the world juniors). Some of that is his puck luck regressing (he 
has registered 32 shots in those 11 games), some of it is a reduction in 
his ice-time, and some of it is just the reality that he wasn’t going to be a 
point-per-game producer in his draft year. Kemell remains one of the 
more gifted individual creators in this draft class, though. 

Kemell’s a slick, play-creating winger who excels in possession, carves 
teams up through coverage to take play from the flanks to the interior, 
and possesses quick, light hands. Those tools enable him to take 
advantage of his dangerous wrister, which he can get off quickly from a 
variety of stances and at a variety of tempos. On the puck, he’s agile 
through cuts and changes of direction and plays an intentional, attacking 
style. Off of the puck, he also plays with a lot of energy and doesn’t shy 
away from the physical side of the game, which has endeared him to 
coaches despite his 5-foot-11 frame. 

I’d like to see him slow down and utilize his linemates a little better than 
he does as he’s actually a heady playmaker, but part of what makes him 
so exciting is his insistence on creating his own looks. 

8. Juraj Slafkovsky — LW, TPS, 6-foot-4 

Slafkovsky is one of the draft’s most fascinating studies because he’s got 
a skill-size combo that scouts and coaches clamour for and he doesn’t 
turn 18 until the end of March. Though he’s still finding himself at the 
Liiga level, he has made skill plays against pros in Liiga, at men’s worlds, 
and now at the Olympics (where he scored a pair of goals against the 
Finns in Slovakia’s tournament-opener). 

He also looks like a force against his peers (whether at the 2021 world 
juniors, where he led the Slovaks in shots on goal as a 16-year-old, or 
Hlinka Gretzky Cup, or Finland’s top junior level). The expectation with a 
player like him is that he’s going to use his 225-pound frame to play a 
heavy, power-forward style game. But Slafkovsky offers uncharacteristic 
finesse. He kind of reminds me of 2021 draftee Simon Edvinsson in that 
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way, because we’re just not used to seeing players as long as those two 
do what they do as puckhandlers. 

Slafkovsky has tremendous hands for his size and regularly pulls pucks 
through his feet in tight to his body to beat defenders. He’s also got a 
rangy, fluid stride, which makes him a surprisingly dangerous rush player 
— and impressive confidence with the puck on his stick, which enables 
him to hang onto it (sometimes to a fault). The team that drafts him will 
be betting on his upside, which grades at or near the very top of this 
class. 

I’m also a big fan of his approach. He doesn’t shy away from higher 
levels of competition, continuing to play his style and look to attack in 
control (a lot of forwards his size become more deferential and fall back 
into give-and-go habits to fit a mould when they make the jump to the pro 
level). Watch the way he attacks off the wall to shield the puck with his 
length and create his own look to the slot here (coincidentally, he scored 
a nearly identical goal to this one in his Olympic debut as well): 

9. David Jiricek — RHD, HC Plzen, 6-foot-3 

Despite the season-ending knee injury Jiricek suffered at the world 
juniors, Jiricek remains the clear second-best D prospect in this draft for 
me (and the No. 1 D prospect for a large number of scouts). He has 
some very desirable attributes. Before the injury, he was a big part of a 
top team in the Tipsport Extraliga, contributing at both ends and driving 
possession and scoring results for the second consecutive season while 
playing more than 18 minutes a game. 

He’s a strong and sturdy defender who plays a staunch man-to-man 
style, moves his feet well for his size, and thrives in transition with his 
ability to both close out on gaps with his length through neutral ice and 
lead a ton of rushes as a puck transporter. Offensively, he’s also a 
capable handler and distributor whose hard and accurate point shot is 
complemented by an aggressive approach. 

Increasingly, I’ve also found his game to be more tactile than I gave it 
credit in viewings last season. He’s more than just an athletically gifted, 
hard-shooting, attacking defender. There are also some subtleties to his 
game (passes that are almost never off-target, a sneaky-silky first touch, 
etc.). But his modus operandi is that he’s a confident, active, engaged 
three-zone player who has all of the tools you look for in a top-four, two-
way defender. 

10. Frank Nazar — C/RW, U.S. NTDP, 5-foot-10 

Nazar turned me into a big fan last season and he has continued to add 
layers to his game this year. He’s a threatening player from the 
hashmarks because of his wrister, which he pops off of his stick with 
power and precision thanks in large part to the balance he displays 
through his weight shift. He’s got quick hands, which help him deftly 
adjust in traffic to get shots off under pressure. 

He flashes creativity throughout his games. He plays pucks into space as 
well as anyone in the draft, regularly executing through tight gaps in 
coverage. And he’s just a hungry, driven player who consistently targets 
the middle lane with his greatest asset: his skating. Nazar’s one of the 
fastest players in the draft, both in straight lines and winding up through 
his crossovers, which allows him to impact play both with the puck 
attacking in transition and without it, dashing into lanes to get open for his 
linemates. 

He also consistently supports the play high in the offensive zone without 
possession when that’s his role. He can be careless with the puck and try 
to do too much at times but he’s also capable of going right into coverage 
to make something happen. 

11. Ivan Miroshnichenko — LW/RW, Omskie Krylia, 6-foot-1 

I could never quite wrap my head around the hype that built for 
Miroshnichenko through last year and into the start of this season. I wrote 
throughout last year and into this one that I believe his status was 
propped up too much by a glossy international record (which often 
included playing alongside sensation Matvei Michkov) that didn’t reflect 

his good but not great play domestically. When he was the consensus 
No. 2 or 3 guy at the start of the season, he was No. 6 on my first list in 
September. 

Then he was No. 7 on my preliminary ranking in November. But as the 
pendulum has swung the other way of late and the scouting community 
(in the private sphere and especially in the public sphere) has soured on 
him, I’ve actually, ironically, found myself liking his game more and more 
in my recent viewings despite this lower ranking once again here. There 
are some exciting attributes to his game and it’s well-rounded, so it’s not 
hard to understand the appeal. He’s got an athletic pro frame. He shoots 
it hard (both his wrister and his one-timer/off one-touch shots) from 
midrange, giving him clear power-play upside. 

He’s a powerful skater through his edges and crossovers. He’s got good 
playmaking instincts. He’s a dexterous player. And he’s noticeably 
engaged shift-to-shift without the puck. My big hiccup with him is that I 
don’t find him to be a great problem-solver. While he can make the first 
play he sees on instinct, he doesn’t do a good job breaking down the play 
to think it through. 

Here’s that skating at work, though. Setting aside the pitchfork stance he 
uses to get going, watch the way he pushes up ice and then drives the 
net: 

12. Isaac Howard — LW/RW, U.S. NTDP, 5-foot-10 

Howard’s capable of doing things with the puck on his stick and 
navigating through holes and traffic like few others in this class. He has 
been the offensive catalyst for the 2004 age group at the program these 
last two years (after leading them in scoring last season, he’s challenging 
for the team lead again this season while leading the group in shots on 
goal by a wide margin). 

When he’s in attack mode taking pucks from a standstill into the middle 
of the ice to create looks, he’s a ton of fun to watch and forces opposing 
players to reach in on him (which draws a lot of penalties). He’s creative. 
He tries things (occasionally at the offensive zone blue line that he 
shouldn’t but gets away with) and usually executes. But he’s also a 
heady player off the puck, hiding in coverage off of it to score his fair 
share of tap-in goals. I’m a big believer in Howard. He’s a lethal 
offensive-zone player who gets to the home-plate area and has some of 
the better hands and instincts in the draft. 

He’s also a threatening rush player who uses above-average skating to 
drive through the middle. But it’s under pressure where his deception and 
small-area sense really shine through in his ability to play through layers 
to get to the home-plate area or put pucks into it. He’s also sneaky-strong 
on his feet for his size, which should help him continue to produce at 
higher levels. He’s always going to have PP utility but he’s also impactful 
enough offensively at five-on-five to warrant a top-six projection, even if 
he doesn’t have the premiums of size or position (which most of the 
names ahead of him here have at least one of). 

13. Conor Geekie — C, Winnipeg Ice, 6-foot-4 

Geekie’s a rare big pivot who also has the kind of skill that can find its 
way onto the highlight reel. So it’s no surprise he has generated top-10 
buzz in this age group, or that he was the No. 2 pick into the WHL. But 
while his production last year really stood out and has remained good on 
a stacked Ice team this season, I’ve been let down more than once when 
I’ve watched him play (live and on video). He’s got impressive hands and 
body control for his size, which helps him control pucks inside the 
offensive zone and make plays while also getting the upper hand in 
board battles. 

He plays through bumps and thrives taking pucks from the cycle to 
dangerous areas. He also skates well enough for his size (skating’s 
certainly not going to be a strength but I don’t see it as a huge 
impediment) and it has been nice to see him creating in transition and 
getting to pucks with his skating a little more this season. But I find he 
forces things too much by trying to go one-on-one and create something 
that’s not there, and there’s a bit of a hunch to his stride that will need 
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straightening out. It’s hard to deny the impressive pass-shot-hands 
combination he has, considering his length, but there are things in his 
game that make me wonder whether he’s going to have the same 
success making plays at the next level, when the size of his opponents 
evens out and the pace of play ramps up, as he does in junior. 

He’s also got some work to do in the faceoff circle, where he has 
struggled this season (45 percent in junior doesn’t typically cut it up 
levels). He’s a legitimate prospect with a desirable set of skills, though — 
skills that give him clear middle-six upside and value at both ends, even if 
he’s not going to be a top-line player. 

Here’s Winnipeg Ice coach James Patrick on Geekie: “Geekie is a 6-foot-
4.5, 205-pound centre who has a great shot, is a big body, his skating is 
good and definitely improved. He’s kind of a lanky kid still, and he has 
extreme confidence on the ice and can see the ice and make plays. I 
project him to be a 220-pound, 6-foot-5 centre who is a beast down low. 
You just look at him and you go ‘holy christ, when he puts 20 pounds on 
that frame …’ Like he is built right now. He’s lean and muscle. He’s going 
to be a real hard guy to play against.” 

14. Jonathan Lekkerimäki — RW, Djurgårdens, 5-foot-11 

Lekkerimäki has flashed tantalizing goal-scoring acumen in Sweden’s top 
junior league this season, often on a line with Noah Östlund and Liam 
Öhgren, two other first-round candidates in the 2022 class. He has also 
had more success creating looks and offence in their respective SHL 
call-ups. Lekkerimäki’s late-July birthday and ability to put the puck in the 
net with consistency from midrange make him the more exciting of the 
trio to project forward. 

He has progressed rapidly, quickly becoming a dynamo inside the 
offensive zone and on the power play. He’s got a knack for hitting holes 
in the net, frequently beating goalies low-blocker and five-hole. He’s got 
A-level hands, a deceptive release, and a slyness to his game that allows 
him to get to spots to score with and without the puck. With the right 
development and patience, he’s got clear upside as a top-six creator off 
the flank. 

Here’s some of that shot placement at work. He commonly finishes plays 
like this: 

15. Rutger McGroarty — C/LW, U.S. NTDP, 6-foot-1 

McGroarty’s one of those kids who just looks like a pro hockey player. If 
he walked into an NHL dressing room tomorrow, he would stand stronger 
and broader than most in it. Then you add in the charisma which made 
him the natural choice for the captaincy at the program, and the light and 
energy that oozes out of him, and you have to be careful not to put too 
much stock into the off-ice pieces of the puzzle that he already appears 
to have figured out. But I think he’s a darn good hockey player too and 
the pieces of the puzzle fit together nicely on the ice. 

He’s a better skater (there are some kinks he still needs to work out in his 
mechanics because it doesn’t look the prettiest but I see real power 
nonetheless) and more intelligent player than he gets credit for. He’s got 
raw skill that shows up in his great hands and maneuverability with the 
puck. His finishing touch around the net is definitely there. He can really 
thrill when he’s on and the ice normally tilts in his favour out there. He’s 
got surprising soft skill and dexterity. 

And he has been highly productive this season when healthy. Though 
Nazar, Howard and even Cutter Gauthier and Jimmy Snuggerud have 
tended to get the shine after Cooley at the program this year (which is 
odd considering the hype around McGroarty through minor hockey, his 
production, and the way he played at the BioSteel All-American Game), I 
think McGroarty belongs right there with them in the top-20 conversation. 
He’s got the makings of a legitimate top-nine forward. 

16. Liam Öhgren — LW, Djurgårdens IF, 6-foot-1 

The most productive player in Sweden’s J20 level this season, Öhgren is 
clicking at about a goal per game and two points per game. He’s a 
bigger, stronger player than his two contemporaries with Djurgardens, 

which has helped him earn the larger share of SHL games to date. 
Öhgren doesn’t have Lekkerimäki’s flair or Östlund’s skating, but that 
doesn’t make him any less interesting as a shot-and-pass threat. 

I love the way he shades into and away from pressure in control. He’s a 
crafty carrier. His shot comes off his blade quickly and naturally, with little 
drawback into his stance when he’s letting it go. His offensive arsenal is 
multi-faceted and he’s got some real evasiveness to his game to 
complement it. 

17. Denton Mateychuk — LHD, Moose Jaw Warriors, 5-foot-11 

Mateychuk has built quite the reputation for himself in WHL and NHL 
circles for his ability to direct play and drive results when he’s on the ice. 
That style helped him work his way onto Team Canada at U18s as an 
underager and it has made him one of the top defencemen in junior 
hockey this season. 

He plays a reliable and calculating game built around his mobility and 
sound decision-making, plus he’s a July birthday so he’s got plenty of 
time to build on his strong foundation and develop some distinguishing 
qualities (which has happened as the season has progressed and he has 
become more ambitious on offence). He’s already a plus-level skater, 
which helps him escape pressure with his feet, walk the line, and steer 
opposing players into tough spots despite not being the biggest guy. He’s 
the definition — or close — of the modern defenceman. And while he’s 
not likely going to project into a top-pair role, I like his second-pairing 
upside. 

Here’s Moose Jaw coach Mark O’Leary on Mateychuk: “He has really 
taken a step this year in terms of knowing when to play offence and when 
to defend. He has been dangerous in all four corners of the rink. He’s a 
great player.” 

18. Seamus Casey — RHD, U.S. NTDP, 5-foot-10 

Casey is, for my money, the best 2004-born D prospect at the program 
this year. I really like the way he operates — he relies on his mobility to 
adjust to pressure and escape. He looks effortless out there, weaving in 
and out of coverage, and mixing in delays and fakes with the puck to 
create space for himself or take it from others. He’s a fabulous puck 
transporter through neutral ice and a tactile player inside the offensive 
zone, where his footwork shines through. 

He’s undersized and will need to get stronger in college, but his feet, 
stick and intuition help mitigate those concerns. He has also comfortably 
played his off side (left side) with the program, providing added 
versatility. And when there are openings in coverage to expose (whether 
with his feet attacking into space or through a seam as a passer), he’ll 
take them. 

19. Jimmy Snuggerud — RW, U.S. NTDP, 6-foot-2 

Snuggerud is a well-rounded three-zone player with a versatile offensive 
game. His head is always up and on a swivel, even in congested areas. 
He’s good below the goal line and makes a lot of low-to-high plays into 
the slot to find cutting teammates for chances. He sticks with the play 
and follows shots to the net to get to rebounds. 

He’s got a dangerous one-timer and slots in as an off-wing scoring threat 
on the power play. But he doesn’t tunnel vision for his shot either and can 
make plays back against the grain when coverage expects him to shoot. 
And he’s got good hands, which help him make outside-in plays to beat 
defenders one-on-one. He’s also got a pro frame to build upon and a 
June birthday that gives him good runway. 

20. Cutter Gauthier — LW, U.S. NTDP, 6-foot-3 

Gauthier plies his trade as a net-driven shooter who can play on the 
cycle and push his way to the front of the net, but I wouldn’t call him a 
power forward per se. He’s also not a menacing physical presence even 
though he plays a very engaged style. But he’s a smooth skater and 
despite his heavy skew toward shooting and goals, I find he sees the ice 
well, hits seams when they’re there, and makes a lot of short little plays 
as a passer off the wall (including off his backhand). After a bit of a slow 
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start to the season, he has impressed of late, becoming a favourite 
among scouts for the projectability of his tools. 

Watch how his size, body positioning, and net-driven intention combine 
to help him put the defender on his back and push through the middle to 
score here: 

And here’s that natural shooting motion and fluid skating stride to score 
in transition to complete the hat trick in the same game: 

21. Filip Mesar — LW/RW, HK Poprad, 5-foot-10 

I’m a big, big fan of Mesar’s game. He’s an A-level skater (or close) who 
thrives with the puck on his stick, can play on the perimeter or knife to the 
inside, and can use space to feed pucks into it or take it to use his 
versatile and deceptive shot. He’s also a highly involved player who 
works to use his speed to push tempo and chase down loose pucks. 

I’ve seen him make NHL skill plays on one shift and win a series of 50/50 
battles to make something happen on the next. The fear is that he 
doesn’t have a game-breaking offensive dimension (despite being highly 
skilled in a variety of areas), nor the size, to turn his enticing package into 
a high-end NHL player. But that’s a common challenge for players in this 
range and I like the skill-skating combo and he processes the game at a 
high level. 

22. David Goyette — C/LW, Sudbury Wolves, 5-foot-10 

This is where the draft begins to taper off for me. It’s also where I 
continue to feel comfortable sticking my neck out for Goyette, who has 
been maybe my favourite prospect in the draft to watch since blowing me 
away in Calgary at Hockey Canada’s summer showcase. He’s a 
beautiful, effortless skater with a flowing stride who catches and handles 
pucks with ease at speed. 

He tries (and executes) difficult plays offensively with his hands by 
finessing pucks under sticks, through feet and into space for himself, and 
then stays on them inside the offensive zone to create for himself, extend 
sequences, or draw defenders in so that he can feed pucks into soft 
spots in coverage for his linemates. He’s clearly an impressive athlete, 
too. There’s just a breeziness to his game that is hard to find. I fully 
expect him to take off in Sudbury next season and put up some big 
numbers. He’s already the top playmaker on a young, fun team. 

23. Jack Hughes — C, Northeastern University, six-feet 

Hughes is a prospect I’ve continued to like whenever I’ve watched him 
play this season, even though he hasn’t been a super highly productive 
player in terms of counting stats at Northeastern. He makes his linemates 
better and has done a great job manufacturing shots and chances for 
himself (which I’d insist he has always gotten even when his production 
skewed toward the assist column at the program). 

I see a diligent two-way centre who skates well (this quality is underrated 
by some, I’d argue), possesses excellent hands, has a great deal of 
poise under pressure, and thrives as a distributor when backdoor options 
open up. He doesn’t have star power, but I won’t be surprised if becomes 
a good middle-six pivot in the NHL. He has risen to the college challenge 
as a draft-eligible freshman and I expect him to take a step and produce 
more as a sophomore. The skill is there. 

24. Noah Östlund — C, Djurgårdens IF, 5-foot-10 

After a disappointing Hlinka Gretzky Cup polarized an excellent summer 
in Sweden’s summer exhibition schedule, Östlund has settled in 
somewhere in the middle to start this season, playing well without 
separating himself from Lekkerimäki and Öhgren like he had at times in 
previous seasons. Östlund’s calling card is his airy, agile skating stride, 
excellent hands, and cleverness. He wins a ton of short races, creates 
quickly as soon as he’s in possession, and darts around the ice in control 
to get into scoring areas or facilitate from the perimeter. 

His lack of size and strength are definitely going to be impediments as he 
progresses up level, but he’s got the benefit of time and his skating to fall 
back on. There’s some risk that comes with selecting him but he’s got a 

slippery quality that few players in this range have and the puck just 
sticks to him in tight coverage. He’s a nifty little player. 

25. Pavel Mintyukov — LHD, Saginaw Spirit, 6-foot-1 

Mintyukov, who was a top prospect in Russia growing up, was supposed 
to make the jump from to the OHL last season before it was shut down. It 
took me some time this year to warm up to him as a result, but he has 
made a fan of me and of the scouting community at large with his play in 
Saginaw (though I’m a little lower than the consensus I gather). 

Mintyukov is an adept three-zone player who thrives in transition, 
defends at a high level, and can manage the offensive zone blue line. 
When he’s looking to be active, he can involve himself in all areas of the 
game. He’s also talented as both a handler and shooter (though I think a 
couple of highlight-reel plays have exaggerated that a little). Add in an 
athletic 6-foot-1 frame and there’s a lot to like. The hope is he’ll be able 
to contribute at both ends at five-on-five and potentially on both special 
teams as a top-four guy long term. 

He drew attention for this individual shorthanded effort against Flint: 

But it’s sequences like this from the exact same game, where he walks 
across the line beautifully in possession, that define him: 

26. Elias Salomonsson — RHD, Skellefteå AIK, 6-foot-1 

After impressing last season, Salomonsson’s draft year has been a little 
more polarizing (he disappointed at Hlinka, he impressed in exhibition 
and the Champions Hockey League, and then he looked like he was 
trying to do too much early on in J20’s regular season). But I still like him 
as one of the better D prospects in the draft and this is the range he 
continues to belong in (if he’s not a late-first for me at year’s end, he’ll 
definitely be a second), especially when you consider his August 31 
birthday makes him one of the youngest players in the draft. 

He’s got work to do to tighten up his positioning and his reads but the 
things he needs to work on tend mostly to be about reps and maturity. I 
like his comfort level under pressure and confidence for a player as 
young as he is. He moves well in all four directions, he involves himself in 
a lot of plays offensively, he’s got room and runway to fill out his frame, 
and most of his finer skills (like his shot and his control) get good grades. 
It doesn’t hurt that he’s a 6-foot-1 righty either. 

27. Marco Kasper — C, Rögle BK, 6-foot-1 

Kasper, who has played more at the SHL level than just about any player 
in this draft has at a top pro level (and was also Austria’s captain at the 
short-lived world juniors) is one of the more well-regarded prospects in 
this draft. I love his patience with the puck. He doesn’t shy away from 
trying to beat or out-wait guys (whether through changes of directions out 
of stop-ups or curls) and he’s got a really low panic threshold. He’s also a 
good skater who never lacks in effort and always stops on pucks. 

He’s an advanced 200-foot centre who has fit in playing a regular shift in 
the SHL and has played well during Rogle’s Champions Hockey League 
segments. I don’t see game-breaking skill or finishing, per se, but he’s a 
strong skater who plays with pro pace, plays on the interior, and makes 
plays all over the ice. He projects as a contributing NHL player. 

Here’s Rögle GM Chris Abbott on Kasper: “Marco Kasper is one of those 
rare young players that combines a many-years-older maturity with a 
youthful tenacity to work at getting better at his craft each day. He has a 
very high degree of hockey intelligence, both at the tight area one-on-one 
level but all the big picture, team structure perspective. 

“Marco’s body continues to fill out and become stronger, allowing him to 
compete effectively as a regular in the SHL at only 17 years old — often 
a good indication of a player’s NHL potential. Super mature. Super 
disciplined. Takes information and makes adjustments. Doesn’t make the 
same mistake again. Very cerebral. Kid taught himself Swedish the 
summer before he came here so that he could do his full high school 
here at the Swedish high school. Character off the charts.” 

28. Kevin Korchinski — LHD, Seattle Thunderbirds, 6-foot-2 
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Korchinski is a rapidly-improving, mobile two-way transition defender who 
has grown more and more ambitious offensively as the season has 
progressed. That, given, his June birthday, has some scouts really 
excited about what comes next for him if he stays on this steep incline 
that he’s on. If he keeps getting better, I won’t be surprised if he settles 
closer to 20 on my final list than 30. He handles the puck smoothly on his 
hip, his footwork and maneuverability help him adjust to, away, and 
around pressure, and then he reads and anticipates the play at a high 
level so that he can make something happen out of all of his movement. I 
like his stick and his ability to use his feet to defend the rush and disrupt 
play. 

This is his bread and butter, carrying the puck: 

29. Ty Nelson — RHD, North Bay Battalion, 5-foot-10 

Nelson has always been a draw for his offensive skill. But he’s also a 
stocky, athletic kid who is heavy over his skates, has grown nearly two 
inches, and already weighs in at 195 pounds. There’s some risk-taking 
that comes with his game but as he learns to simplify a bit, he’s got all of 
the makings of a modern offensive defenceman and some of the 
makings of a bit of a throwback (he does not shy away physically despite 
his size). 

His head is always up, his shot is a weapon and he’s not afraid to use it, 
he’s eager to activate up ice and join the rush or lead a transition 
sequence, he side-steps pressure with ease, and while I wouldn’t say 
he’s fast, his stride is compact and balanced, which allows him to weave 
up ice and spin off of pressure. He has more than held his own 
defensively this season, too, which bodes well for his ability to translate 
the rest of his game up levels. 

30. Lane Hutson — LHD, U.S. NTDP, 5-foot-8 

The reality is there aren’t many defencemen Hutson’s size who play in 
the NHL, even as the game changes. And those guys have never been 
selected in the first round. But there aren’t many players who play like 
Hutson in hockey either. He’s a unique player who uses a light (though 
not powerful) stride to create entries and exits, weave past coverage, 
escape pressure, and find or create seams. He also sees the ice 
beautifully, regularly identifying plays a step ahead of the opposition. 

He’s got an uncanny knack for feathering high, leading saucer passes 
with perfect weight cross-ice. He makes a ton of plays under pressure 
when other players would panic. And he slides off the line to involve 
himself offensively even if his shot lacks power. And then when he does, 
he’s got shakes and shimmies for days, routinely making opposing 
defenders miss one-on-one. He’s one of the most clever players in the 
draft. And while his size will continue to make evaluators pause, I actually 
quite like the way he defends. 

He gets back to so many loose pucks that he doesn’t have to rely all that 
much on engaging in battles and even when he does, his positioning and 
active stick help him stick to opposing carriers and remain disruptive. I 
wouldn’t be surprised if he becomes a sly two-way No. 4 or No. 5 
defenceman in time. And he’s listed as being taller this year than he was 
last year. 

31. Simon Forsmark — LHD, Örebro HK, 6-foot-2 

Forsmark is a mobile, pro-built two-way defender who plays an active, 
engaged style that involves himself in all three zones. He’s eager to join 
and lead rushes in transition with his long stride (though there is some 
work to do on his footwork and timing). He plays tight gaps back the 
other way. 

He’s physical and uses his size to win battles and leverage pucks away 
from opposing carriers. And he manages the puck with poise and 
efficiency. His October 2003 birthday makes him one of the older players 
in the draft, but he’s also further down his pro trajectory to reflect that and 
has started to come into his own in increased minutes of late in the SHL. 
He’s got some work to do to work on his shot (which is a little stilted). I 
like the components of his game a lot though. 

32. Jack Devine — RW, University of Denver, 5-foot-11 

I’m quite fond of what Devine brings to the table. His skill level doesn’t 
pop like some of USA Hockey’s other 2003s and 2004s, but he’s a better 
player than his numbers last season at the program indicate (in part due 
to injury) and he has been productive on a top team at Denver this 
season. He uses a tenacious playmaking style to drive play, keep 
sequences alive, and help out in the little battles and areas of the ice that 
tilt it in the right direction. I’ve also seen his skill really flash in 
possession, hanging onto pucks and playing between checks to blend 
effort with above-average talent. He’s not going to be a star but there are 
the makings of a really good middle-six forward there. 

Here’s Pioneers head coach David Carle on Devine from a recent chat: 
“He has been good. His game has taken some steps. Just confidence, 
hanging on, possessing pucks, making plays and attacking people. So I’ll 
be real curious to see how he builds off of that because I think his 
confidence at the level is really coming. 

“We sat him out a game against Boston College (in late October) and he 
handled it really well out of a full bye week to sit on it before we played 
North Dakota (in November). The way he responded in practice was 
really impressive. He handled it really good. I’m a fan and I think he’s just 
going to continue to get better as we go here. He’s a big part of our future 
and we’ve got a good forward group, so he’s maybe not getting all of the 
opportunity that he maybe normally would but that doesn’t mean that he’s 
not going to at some point either this year or down the line.” 

The Ranking 

The full top 64 is divided into tiers below in order to give you a fuller 
picture of the drop-offs from one group of prospects to the next. Those 
tiers are: 1-4, 5-11, 12-21, 22-37, 38-64 (and beyond). I’ve also 
highlighted each prospect’s movement since the release of my 
preliminary top 64 in November. 

2022 NHL Draft Ranking (Midseason) 

RANK  PLAYER   POS.   LEAGUE   TEAM   COUNTRY  
 CHANGE   

1 

Shane Wright 

C 

OHL 

Kingston 

🇨🇦 

- 

2 

Matthew Savoie 

C 

WHL 

Winnipeg 

🇨🇦 

- 

3 

Simon Nemec 

RHD 

Slovakia 

Nitra 
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🇸🇰 

- 

4 

Logan Cooley 

C 

NTDP 

U18 

🇺🇸 

Up 5 

5 

Brad Lambert 

C/RW 

Liiga 

Pelicans 

🇫🇮 

Down 1 

6 

Danila Yurov 

LW/RW 

KHL 

Magnitogorsk 

🇷🇺 

Down 1 

7 

Joakim Kemell 

RW 

Liiga 

JYP 

🇫🇮 

Down 1 

8 

Juraj Slafkovsky 

LW 

Liiga 

TPS 

🇸🇰 

- 

9 

David Jiricek 

RHD 

Czech 

Plzen 

🇨🇿 

Up 1 

10 

Frank Nazar 

C/RW 

NTDP 

U18 

🇺🇸 

Up 2 

11 

Ivan Miroshnichenko 

LW/RW 

VHL 

Omskie 

🇷🇺 

Down 4 

12 

Isaac Howard 

LW/RW 

NTDP 

U18 

🇺🇸 

Down 1 

13 

Conor Geekie 

C 

WHL 

Winnipeg 

🇨🇦 

- 

14 

Jonathan Lekkerimäki 

RW 

J20/SHL 

Djurgårdens 

🇸🇪 

Up 1 

15 

Rutger McGroarty 

C/LW 

NTDP 

U18 
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🇺🇸 

Down 1 

16 

Liam Öhgren 

LW 

J20/SHL 

Djurgårdens 

🇸🇪 

Up 3 

17 

Denton Mateychuk 

LHD 

WHL 

Moose Jaw 

🇨🇦 

Up 11 

18 

Seamus Casey 

RHD 

NTDP 

U18 

🇺🇸 

Down 1 

19 

Jimmy Snuggerud 

RW 

NTDP 

U18 

🇺🇸 

Up 29 

20 

Cutter Gauthier 

LW 

NTDP 

U18 

🇺🇸 

Up 27 

21 

Filip Mesar 

LW/RW 

Slovakia 

Poprad 

🇸🇰 

Up 3 

22 

David Goyette 

C/LW 

OHL 

Sudbury 

🇨🇦 

Down 1 

23 

Jack Hughes 

C 

NCAA 

Northeastern 

🇺🇸 

Down 1 

24 

Noah Östlund 

C 

J20/SHL 

Djurgårdens 

🇸🇪 

Down 6 

25 

Pavel Mintyukov 

LHD 

OHL 

Saginaw 

🇷🇺 

NR 

26 

Elias Salomonsson 

RHD 

J20/SHL 

Skellefteå 

🇸🇪 

Down 10 

27 

Marco Kasper 

C 

J20/SHL 

Rögle 
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🇦🇹 

Down 1 

28 

Kevin Korchinski 

LHD 

WHL 

Seattle 

🇨🇦 

Up 15 

29 

Ty Nelson 

RHD 

OHL 

North Bay 

🇨🇦 

Down 6 

30 

Lane Hutson 

LHD 

NTDP 

U18 

🇺🇸 

Up 2 

31 

Simon Forsmark 

LHD 

J20/SHL 

Orebro 

🇸🇪 

Down 4 

32 

Jack Devine 

RW 

NCAA 

U. of Denver 

🇺🇸 

Up 1 

33 

Nathan Gaucher 

C 

QMJHL 

Quebec 

🇨🇦 

Down 4 

34 

Tristan Luneau 

RHD 

QMJHL 

Gatineau 

🇨🇦 

Down 3 

35 

Adam Ingram 

 

LW 

USHL 

Youngstown 

🇨🇦 

NR 

36 

Alexander Perevalov 

LW/RW 

MHL 

Yaroslavl 

🇷🇺 

Down 11 

37 

Mats Lindgren 

LHD 

WHL 

Kamloops 

🇨🇦 

Down 1 

38 

Jordan Dumais 

RW 

QMJHL 

Halifax 

🇨🇦 

Down 1 

39 

Jordan Gustafson 

C 

WHL 
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Seattle 

🇨🇦 

- 

40 

Ryan Chesley 

RHD 

NTDP 

U18 

🇺🇸 

Down 20 

41 

Jiri Kulich 

C 

Czechia 

Karlovy 

🇨🇿 

NR 

42 

Markus Vidicek 

C 

QMJHL 

Halifax 

🇨🇦 

Down 8 

43 

Rieger Lorenz 

C 

AJHL 

Okotoks 

🇨🇦 

Up 1 

44 

Ludwig Persson 

C 

J20/SHL 

Frolunda 

🇸🇪 

Down 3 

45 

Luca Del Bel Belluz 

C 

OHL 

Mississauga 

🇨🇦 

NR 

46 

Gleb Trikozov 

C/RW 

MHL/VHL 

Omskie 

🇷🇺 

NR 

47 

Owen Beck 

C 

OHL 

Mississauga 

🇨🇦 

NR 

48 

Mattias Hävelid 

RHD 

J20 

Linköping 

🇸🇪 

Down 10 

49 

Calle Odelius 

LHD 

J20/SHL 

Djurgårdens 

🇸🇪 

Up 10 

50 

Antonin Verreault 

LW 

QMJHL 

Gatineau 

🇨🇦 

Down 20 

51 

Matthew Seminoff 

RW 

WHL 
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Kamloops 

🇨🇦 

NR 

52 

Sam Rinzel 

RHD 

USHS/USHL 

Chaska High/Waterloo 

🇺🇸 

NR 

53 

Jagger Firkus 

RW 

WHL 

Moose Jaw 

🇨🇦 

NR 

54 

Jani Nyman 

LW 

Liiga 

Ilves 

🇫🇮 

- 

55 

Filip Bystedt 

C 

J20/SHL 

Linkoping 

🇸🇪 

- 

56 

Matthew Poitras 

C 

OHL 

Guelph 

🇨🇦 

Down 16 

57 

Pano Fimis 

C 

OHL 

Niagara 

🇨🇦 

Down 7 

58 

Danny Zhilkin 

C 

OHL 

Guelph 

🇨🇦 

Up 2 

59 

Otto Salin 

RHD 

U20/Liiga 

HIFK 

🇫🇮 

Down 2 

60 

Owen Pickering 

LHD 

WHL 

Swift Current 

🇨🇦 

NR 

61 

Cruz Lucius 

RW/LW 

NTDP 

U18 

🇺🇸 

Down 25 

62 

Aleksanteri Kaskimaki 

C 

U20/Liiga 

HIFK 

🇫🇮 

NR 

63 

Bryce McConnell-Barker 

C 

OHL 
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Soo 

🇨🇦 

Down 14 

64 

Matyas Sapovaliv 

LW 

OHL 

Saginaw 

🇨🇿 

NR 

Honourable mentions (92): Lian Bichsel, Paul Ludwinski, Hunter Haight, 
Brandon Lisowsky, Miko Matikka, Nicholas Moldenhauer, Matthew Ward, 
Julian Lutz, Tyler Brennan, Brett Borchu, Ilya Kovchkov, Artyom Duda, 
Liam Arsnby, Luke Woodworth, Kasper Kulonummi, Justin Côté, Jorian 
Donovan, Gavin Hayes, Lucas Edmonds, Vladimir Grudinin, James 
Hardie, Ludvig Jansson, Arseni Koromyslov, Cameron Lund, Maverick 
Lamoureux, Max Namestnikov, Tucker Robertson, Alexander Suzdalev, 
Ryan Greene, Ryan Abraham, Sam Alfano, Zach Bookman, Mikey Milne, 
Tim Almgren, Fraser Minten, Vinzenez Rohrer, Zakary Lavoie, Devin 
Kaplan, Raul Yakupov, Keaton Dowhaniuk, Jake Furlong, Maddox 
Fleming, Logan McCutcheon, Cedrick Guindon, Kasper Lundell, Tyler 
Duke, Tomas Hamara, Ruslan Gazizov, Sergei Ivanov, Cole Spicer, Kirill 
Kudryavtsev, Jeremy Langlois, Valdemar Johansson, Elmeri Laakso, 
Topi Ronni, Brody Crane, Michael Mastrodomenico, Layton Feist, Filip 
Nordberg, Jace Weir, Michael Buchinger, Hannes Hellberg, Jake 
Karabela, Cole Knuble, Tyler Haskins, Jacob Guevin, Boston 
Buckberger, Bowden Singleton, Michael Abgrall, Josh Nadeau, George 
Fegaras, Tristan Sarsland, Liam Steele, Luke Devlin, Matthew Morden, 
Oskar Asplund, Dominik Rymon, Petr Hauser, Alex Sotek, Braedan 
Bowman, Aidan Castle, Spencer Sova, Maxim Arfeyev, Viktor Neuchev, 
Braden Holt, Jake Livanavage, Rodwin Dionicio, Fabian Wagner, Daniil 
Orlov, Marek Hejduk, Michal Gut, Luke Mittelstadt. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Oilers finding defensive identity under new coach Jay 
Woodcroft 

 

Mark Specto February 15, 2022, 2:25 AM 

 

Usually, the “bump “ a new head coach provides is about goals and 
energy. A new boss brings new opportunity, and that translates into an 
extra goal, an extra step. 

Here in Edmonton however, the requirement was quite the opposite, and 
the coaching change — firing Dave Tippett and bringing Jay Woodcroft 
up from the farm team last week — was about figuring out how to defend 
better. 

After a wobbly 30 minutes in his debut, Woodcroft’s first two games 
behind the Oilers bench have mostly resulted in a calm, defensive-
minded effort — and only one goal against. An Edmonton team that went 
Tippett’s final 28 games without allowing less than two goals against in a 
game has now done it twice under Woodcroft, with a 3-1 win over the 
New York Islanders and a 3-0 win in San Jose against the Sharks on 
Monday. 

Monday’s effort in San Jose was just this side of perfect, with Stuart 
Skinner needing to make only 20 saves to collect his first NHL shutout. It 

was the first shutout for the Oilers all season, while the team down the 
road in Calgary leads the league with 10. 

“There are principles that we want to have within our game, habits that 
we want to have each every night. Tonight we had them,” said Darnell 
Nurse, who scored his 50th career goal on a lucky carrom. “You’ve got to 
continue to do that night after night. It was good to execute on the game 
plan.” 

Perhaps the coaching bump came to fruition in two first-period goals that 
were almost identical, as Evan Bouchard’s point shot was deflected by 
Derek Ryan before going in off Warren Foegele’s shin pad and into the 
net, while Nurse’s wrister banked off a Sharks defender and in. The goals 
came just 65 seconds apart before the game was eight minutes old. 

From there it was a rare defensive clinic. 

San Jose had two shots on goal in the second period, just 10 in the final 
40 minutes, and only 20 on the night. 

This is the game you have to replicate. The kind of air-tight hockey that 
this Edmonton Oilers franchise has struggled to execute — then 
duplicate — for literally years now. 

“We felt we needed all 20 guys for a full 60 minutes, and I thought we 
played a full 60 minutes,” the coach said. “We really, really liked the 
commitment to the defensive side of the puck. The commitment to 
working back to our end. It was impressive to see those players put in the 
work that they put in. It's not easy to play like that.” 

Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman talk to a lot of people around the hockey 
world, and then they tell listeners all about what they’ve heard and what 
they think about it. 

Sure, they’re not all going to roll out as perfectly as this dominant road 
win against an average Sharks team that hadn’t played a game in 13 
days. But the essence of this game is what the Oilers have been chasing 
for oh so long, and found for the first time in a long while Monday night. 

Nurse was stellar defensively, playing 23:11. When he stays at home and 
buckles down, it provides a foundation for a defensive game like the one 
the Oilers accomplished Monday. 

“Darnell is money in the bank with being able to play big minutes on the 
back end against the best players in the world,” marvelled Woodcroft. “I 
would use the term ‘he burns with purpose.’ He comes to the rink every 
day with a purpose in mind to be the best that he can be. He's someone 
that is serious about his craft, and I really believe that he's only 
scratching the surface.” 

Skinner was as good as he needed to be in his maiden goose egg, 
making three or four big saves. But for the most part, simply saving the 
shots he would expect to stop would have been enough on a night that 
would best be described as a “team shutout.” 

At 23 years old, Skinner got the first end of a back-to-back, with the 
Oilers in Los Angeles on Tuesday night. A rested Mike Smith will face the 
Kings, while Skinner gets a chance to let his first shutout sink in. 

How will he remember it? 

“I am definitely going to think back with gratitude,” he said. “Just being 
able to play in the NHL is just such a such a privilege for anybody. And to 
say that I got an NHL shutout is something cool. Something that you 
dream of as a kid. So definitely, a really special moment. I'm very grateful 
for it.” 

How good might Skinner become? With goalies you never really know, 
but there is no doubt he could open next season as Edmonton’s No. 2, 
once Mikko Koskinen’s deal expires this summer. 

He is young, has paid his dues, and is well liked. Is there any reason he 
couldn’t be a No. 1 some day? 

None that we can think of… 
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“Great person,” Nurse of his goalie. “He comes to the rink every day with 
a mindset to work. On top of that, he’s always got a smile on his face, 
asking how you’re doing, asking about your kid or your fiancee. He’s a 
guy who just cares about the guys, and then he comes out and plays the 
way he did… It’s fun to see.” 

Connor McDavid scored the important third goal that took the wind out of 
the Sharks' sails just 1:50 into the third period, capping a dominant shift. 
For the second game under Woodcroft, McDavid skated an average shift 
of 53 seconds, a healthy change, down almost 10 seconds from his 
average under Tippett. 
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Sportsnet.ca / 5 Maple Leafs Takeaways: Michael Bunting builds sneaky 
Calder case 

 

Luke Fox February 15, 2022, 1:36 AM 

 

The Toronto Maple Leafs took care of business Monday, and made it 
look easy. 

They defeated a very beatable team and snuffed their losing skid at two 
games with a 6-2 romp over the outmatched Seattle Kraken, looking 
every bit like an expansion outfit. 

“It’s great to end this road trip off with a win,” Alexander Kerfoot said. 
“You never want to come away empty-handed.” 

Toronto’s superb special teams and its scorching top line propelled the 
wire-to-wire victory, an easy night that should boost goalie Jack 
Campbell’s confidence. 

Question: Which NHL rookie has more goals than Michael Bunting? 

Answer: Nobody. 

Scarborough’s finest notched his 15th goal and 17th assist Monday, 
giving the Leafs’ top-line left wing 32 points on the year. 

Yes, Bunting is 26 years old. A fact we’re sure you’ll hear from 
supporters of young guns Lucas Raymond, Trevor Zegras, Anton 
Lundell, and Moritz Seider. 

Bunting averages less ice time than any of those stellar freshmen, yet 
he’s racked up more even-strength points than everyone but Florida’s 
Lundell. 

As we’ve mentioned multiple times, he’s phenomenal at the art of 
drawing infractions out of his opponents — his 27 drawn penalties rank 
second only to Connor McDavid’s 30. 

Bunting is also among the rookie leaders in game-winners (two), shots 
(99) and plus/minus (+11). 

“In Bunting’s case, it’s really popped. He taken [his opportunity] and run 
with it. Hasn’t been easy for him,” said Keefe. 

The coach reminded us that Bunting did serve time on the fourth line. In 
his second run on Toronto’s top unit, however, he’s been excellent. 

“He’s really taken advantage and hasn’t looked back since he’s gotten 
the opportunity to play with [Auston] Matthews,” Keefe said. “To me, he’s 
a guy that can change momentum in a game at any particular time, in our 
favour. 

“He’s just gonna continue to get better.” 

Adds Marner: “He takes a beating pretty much every night in front of that 
net.” 

Bunting gives all the credit to his superstar linemates, and we do wonder 
if playing beside two of the most creative offensive talents might work 
against the old rook when it comes time to vote. 

“All three of us complement one another. Mitchy [Marner] is always 
looking for the pass, Matty’s the shooter, and I like to go to the net and 
cause havoc there and just basically smack anything I can to go in the 
net,” Bunting said. 

“We’ve had success lately and it been pretty fun playing out there, so 
hopefully we can keep it going.” 

Marner is good at hockey 

The goal streak may be over, but Mitch Marner’s hot streak is not. 

Another multi-point evening gives Marner 11 goals and 11 assists over 
his past 11 games. He became the third-fastest Maple Leafs in history to 
hit 400 points, doing so in his 392nd game. (Auston Matthews reset the 
bar at 372; Syl Apps did it in 387.) 

The goal was nice, of course. The assist — shorthanded, to David Kämpf 
— was nicer. 

And it was a throwback to Marner’s days as a London Knight. 

“Special,” Keefe marvelled. “That’s all you can say about that.” 

Seattle, however, is less than good at hockey 

With another loss, the Kraken’s points percentage slipped to a disastrous 
.367. Only the lottery-hungry Montreal Canadiens and Arizona Coyotes 
are worse. 

Yes, the Kraken had a decent amount of offensive-zone time against the 
Leafs, who were protecting a handy lead late, but they only generated 
four high-danger chances all game. 

“I thought we defend our slot very well,” Keefe said. 

True. Also true: the Kraken didn’t make it incredibly difficult to do so. 

Frankly, there’s not nearly enough talent, nor enough goaltending, in this 
expansion city to put a real scare in the Leafs. 

Philipp Grubauer signed the richest contract in club history at six years 
and $35.4 million, and his record fell to 12-18-4 with a career-worst .885 
save percentage. 

As a whole, Seattle has the worst team save percentage in the NHL. 

So… whaddaya do? The Kraken have $7.16 million in projected cap 
space. 

Trade captain Mark Giordano to the highest bidder as a coveted rental 
piece and make a concerted effort to assume bad money from a cap-tight 
contender in exchange for futures. 

With so many good teams rammed to the ceiling, Francis needs to 
leverage his cap room the way Detroit’s Steve Yzerman and Arizona’s 
Bill Armstrong have done in recent years. 
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MONTREAL -- This was percolating over the weekend, and it boiled over 
on Monday morning. 

The Montreal Canadiens traded Tyler Toffoli to the Calgary Flames for a 
2022 top-10-protected first-round pick, unsigned prospect Emil 
Heineman, a 2023 fifth-rounder and right-winger Tyler Pitlick, and it has 
the potential to be a good deal for both teams. 

Start with the Flames, who will benefit immediately from the transaction. 
In the midst of an impressive season that currently has them a point out 
of first place in the Pacific Division, already in possession of one of the 
deepest rosters in the NHL, adding the scoring Toffoli can provide was a 
primary need. The chemistry -- with the coach Toffoli credits the most for 
his development, Darryl Sutter, behind the bench; with close friends and 
former Los Angeles Kings teammates, Brad Richardson, Trevor Lewis 
and Milan Lucic up front; with former junior roommate Sean Monahan at 
centre; and with former Vancouver Canucks teammates Jacob 
Markstrom and Chris Tanev at the heart of Calgary’s success -- should 
form instantaneously. 

But, as Flames general manager Brad Treliving told Calgary reporters 
just moments after the trade was announced, “Chemistry is important. 
Getting good players is more important.” 

Toffoli is more than just a good player; he’s a Stanley Cup champion; an 
experienced player who, as Treliving, Sutter, Lucic, Markstrom and 
Monahan all mentioned during their media availabilities Monday, is 
versatile, defensively responsible, smart and talented. He’s also a great 
person who’s been universally respected by those who came to know 
him well in Los Angeles, Vancouver and Montreal. 

The Canadiens knew. They weren’t rushing to get the 29-year-old out the 
door, just months after he played such a significant role in helping them 
get to the Cup Final for the first time since 1993. 

But this move, which will be the first of many the Canadiens make over 
the coming weeks and months, is about where they’re at as an 
organization -- in last place in the NHL standings, eager to begin building 
a brighter future. 

Adding a first-round pick in the upcoming draft was where this deal had 
to start for them. A fifth-rounder next year is part of their process, too. 

With Toffoli under contract for this year, and two more, at $4.25 million, 
taking back some salary was a necessity from a cap perspective, and 
Pitlick fills that quotient as a player on an expiring contract with a $1.75-
million cap hit. 

“Tyler’s a good man, he’s a good player,” Treliving of Pitlick, “but it didn’t 
go well for him here. He got injured on the first shift of the pre-season.” 

That helps partially explain why Pitlick ended up on the margins of the 
Flames. The other part is he just didn’t play well enough. 

As for what happens with Pitlick in Montreal, the 30-year-old has an 
opportunity to show he’s better than the player who collected just two 
assists in 25 games this season; that he’s more like the player who 
picked up 47 goals and 37 assists in 286 NHL games prior with the 
Arizona Coyotes, Philadelphia Flyers, Dallas Stars and Edmonton Oilers. 
If it leads him to a new NHL contract, that’ll be good for him. 

If Pitlick ends up getting one from the Canadiens, who already have 
cousins Rem and Rhett as members of the organization, it’ll be because 
he proves he’s more than just a throw-in piece to this trade. 

The most intriguing piece of the deal from Montreal’s end, though, is 
Heineman, who became a Flame in the trade that sent Sam Bennett to 
the Florida Panthers last season. 

Heineman, who was drafted by the Panthers 43rd overall in 2020, is a 
six-foot-one left-winger. In 90 career games for Leksand in the Swedish 
Hockey League, he’s registered 31 points (18 goals, 13 assists). 

“He’s got an edge to him and some real upside,” said an amateur scout 
we touched base with. “He’s shown he’s also got a really good shot and 

has (a) scoring touch, even if he’s played a somewhat limited role 
because of his age.” 

We’ll know more about how the Canadiens feel about him when general 
manager Kent Hughes eventually addresses the media regarding his 
acquisition. Neither he nor Canadiens executive vice president of hockey 
operations Jeff Gorton was available to speak Monday. 

But we know this is about the future for them. It’s a future Toffoli feels is 
already very bright with young players Alexander Romanov, Ryan 
Poehling, Nick Suzuki, Cole Caufield and Jake Evans currently 
developing with the big club. 

“I just hope that I’m leaving having made a good impression on them,” 
Toffoli said in an exclusive interview with Sportsnet Monday afternoon. 
“I’m friends with them, obviously close with Cole and Nick and Jake. I 
grew a good friendship with them especially. I just hope that they keep 
growing and keep trying to get better every single day because it’s a fun 
game and it’s an incredible city to be really good in.” 

Montreal is a city he wanted to stay in. Of being a Canadien -- something 
he felt he was destined to be after signing a four-year deal in 2020, as he 
wrote in The Players’ Tribune -- Toffoli said, “I loved every second of it.” 

He told management as much weeks before this deal got done, but he 
was under no illusions that something like this could happen in short 
order. 

Nonetheless, Toffoli, who won the Cup with the Kings in 2014, is excited 
to have the opportunity to potentially win another one with the Flames 
this year. 

It shouldn’t take him long to get adjusted. 

“I talked to a lot of the guys. I think, honestly, I know at least 10 guys on 
the team and am familiar with Darryl as well,” he told Sportsnet. “So, I’m 
excited to get there. Everyone keeps saying it’s a great fit, but I want to 
go there and prove that I’m worth what the trade was, and I’m going there 
and I want to win. 

“I think they have one of the best teams in the league. They play the right 
way and they’re buying into what Darryl is teaching. Playing for Darryl 
before in LA, this team reminds me of those LA teams and how hard it is 
to get scoring opportunities against them and the structure that’s in play. 
So, that’s a good style to play and that’s a winning style of hockey.” 

One thing is certain, with this move -- which Treliving termed the biggest 
one he’s made in-season since taking over as GM months before Toffoli 
raised the Cup with the Kings -- the Flames have confirmed they are 
going for it this season. 

“We’ve liked (Toffoli) for a long time,” he said. “He’s been a real 
productive player in the league. He’s still a young one -- he’s right in the 
prime of his career… You hate parting with high draft assets. Emil’s a 
good player, and we really like him. We went and got him last year. So, I 
think what we gave to get the player shows you that we think he’s a good 
fit and we think he’s a good player.” 

Toffoli, who’s picked up 182 goals and 370 points in 614 regular season 
games and 16 goals and 39 points in 76 playoff games, likely won’t be 
the last good one to come to Calgary between now and the March 21 
trade deadline. 

We reported on Sunday and Monday they were heavily interested in 
Montreal’s Ben Chiarot, and if they don’t make his acquisition over the 
coming weeks, there’s ample reason to believe they’ll still try to bolster 
their defensive depth. 

A move like that could do much to secure Calgary’s contender status. 
And the one made for Toffoli has already done a lot in that regard and 
has to be seen as a coup for Treliving. 

The Canadiens collecting four assets to make it bodes well for their 
future, too, making this what appears to be a win-win trade. 
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Sportsnet.ca / NHL Trade candidates: What Tyler Toffoli can bring to the 
Calgary Flames 

 

Shayna Goldman February 14, 2022, 1:40 PM 

 

From now until the March 21 trade deadline, speculation on player 
movement is going to grow. But we save the actual speculation for the 
insiders. Instead, we build on their reporting with analysis on the players 
on the block, and what they can bring to an acquiring team. 

Let’s talk forwards this week, starting with a player who was traded on 
Monday: 

Tyler Toffoli 

Toffoli signed with the Montreal Canadiens in October 2020, but are quite 
different today. After a run to the Stanley Cup Final, they’re trying to 
climb their way out of the basement of the standings. So their long-term 
picture does not include a player who can help a contender right now -- 
but he will help the acquiring Flames, who added him for picks and 
prospects Monday. Toffoli’s not a rental, with two more years at a $4.25 
million cap hit after this season. 

By making this move, the Flames add a scoring winger in Toffoli. Last 
year really represented the best of what he can bring to a lineup -- from 
his ability to break the puck out of the defensive end, bring it into the 
offensive zone with control, and generate offence from the quality areas 
of the ice. At 5-on-5, he was one of the most frequent shooters from a 
volume and quality perspective in Montreal. It was also one of his best 
finishing seasons, as he net 28 goals while shooting at an inflated 18 per 
cent. When analyzing the ‘quality’ of Toffoli's shots last season, he was 
about six goals above expectations in all situations. 

This year was obviously a different story in Montreal, as he was scoring 
at one of the lowest rates of his career at .86 goals per 60 in all 
situations. What might be behind it? At 5-on-5, his shot rate and slot shot 
generation has decreased by about three attempts per 60 -- although the 
Canadiens were still a better team offensively when Toffoli was deployed, 
versus on the bench. Even with that downswing in shooting, he still lead 
the Canadiens in expected goals with 11.8 in all situations. That number, 
however, falls about 2.8 below his actual goal total. His impact on the 
scoresheet has primarily been helpers instead of his own tallies. 

In a better environment on the contending Flames, Toffoli's shooting (and 
scoring) touch that he’s consistently made an impact with throughout his 
career should rebound. 

Remaining Time -1:49 

Why Treliving felt the need to get Toffoli deal done ahead of the deadline 
rush 

Conor Garland 

As reported a few weeks back, the Canucks' new-look management is 
trying to reshape the roster. That may lead to some subtractions, 
including Garland. Like Toffoli, the winger isn’t a rental. The 25-year-old 
Garland signed a five-year contract in Vancouver with a $4.95 million cap 
hit just last summer after being traded from the Coyotes. That makes him 
an option for more than just contenders right now, but also teams trying 
to push back into the playoffs over the next couple of seasons. 

Garland may not have stature that many general managers hope to add 
to their lineup, but he still makes a sizable impact on the ice. Much of it 
stems from his puck-moving abilities; he can bring it out of the defensive 
end with control and does it at the second-highest pace in Vancouver 
with 24.6 exits per 60 at 5-on-5. He often brings it all the way into the 

offensive zone too, with 13.6 controlled entries per 60. There, some of 
his best contributions are dangerous passes to the slot. He ranks highly 
in the league with his 12.1 attempts per 60, but he’s only connected on 
32 per cent of those tries; still, his successful 3.82 passes per 60 rank 
second on the Canucks. His play with the puck on his stick attracts 
opposing defenders, which helps him make space for his linemates to get 
into shooting position. 

As for special teams, Garland’s on the second power play unit and helps 
get his team those opportunities with 23 drawn penalties (fifth in the 
league, and the third-best plus-14 penalty differential). While he doesn’t 
play on the penalty kill, given his two-way impact, an acquiring team 
could experiment with him there, too. 

Phil Kessel 

Lastly, we’re going to look at a rental option for playoff teams. Kessel has 
one year left on his eight-year, $64 million contract. He’s not available at 
that $8 million cap hit, though -- 15 per cent of that cap hit has already 
been retained by the Maple Leafs, lowering his hit to $6.8 million. But if a 
team wants the Coyotes to reduce that further, then he’d be the last 
salary they could hold on to a percentage of, seeing as they already 
retained salary on Darcy Kuemper and Oliver Ekman-Larsson. 

Amanda Kessel’s brother isn’t having a stellar season. He currently has 
just six goals, which are about 19 per cent of his scoring. Generally, his 
goal scoring is upwards of 30 per cent of his point totals, often 
somewhere in the 40- and 50- per cent range. Like Amanda, Phil’s an 
effective shooter which is why his goal scoring usually makes up a 
greater chunk of his point total. Last year his finishing helped him score 
6.5 more goals than his 13.5 expected. It’s possible this season is just a 
regression from last year’s over performance; he’s currently 3.3 goals 
below expected. 

Kessel’s 5-on-5 shooting isn’t really behind the downswing -- he has a 
couple more shot attempts per 60 this year, and is somewhat even in slot 
shots compared to last year. It could be a matter of set up support this 
season -- or a lack thereof; his passing, at least, has been somewhat 
consistent to last year so there hasn’t been a dip on the scoresheet. 

A change in environment could do wonders, though. And teams may find 
some confidence in how Kessel was such an effective player in 
Pittsburgh when acquired to help them push towards a championship. 
Teams can take solace in the fact the winger helps bolster the Coyotes’ 
offence at even strength, but there’s only so much one player can control 
there. 
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TSN.CA / Flames find scoring depth with Toffoli trade 

 

Salim Valji 

4-5 minutes 

 

Brad Treliving’s decade-long pursuit of Tyler Toffoli is complete. 

On Monday morning, the Flames general manager acquired the two-way 
winger from the Montreal Canadiens in exchange for a conditional first-
round pick, a 2024 fifth-round pick, forward Tyler Pitlick and prospect 
winger Emil Heineman. 

The Flames are currently on pace for 106 points, which would be their 
second-most since their 1988-89 Stanley Cup winning season. Adding 
Toffoli is a clear sign that Flames management views this team as a 
legitimate threat for a deep playoff run.  
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“You do take your cues from your team,” Treliving said. “The players 
have done their job. Now it’s time for me to do mine, and part of that is 
giving them some help. If you ask any player, they like when they like 
their team and when you give them help, that’s well received. Certainly, 
the way we’ve been playing, I felt it was time to give them some help.” 

Treliving has had his eyes on Toffoli dating back to his time as the 
assistant general manager with the Arizona Coyotes. 

Monday’s deal is the biggest in-season trade of Treliving’s tenure. With 
over a month still to go until the March 21 trade deadline, the general 
manager wanted to get ahead of the market and give Toffoli (who has 
two years left at $4.25 million per season on his contract) time to 
acclimate to his new surroundings. 

“I’ve never been a huge trade deadline guy,” he said. “It’s like rush hour 
traffic. It’s five lanes merging into one the closer you get to it. So, if you 
can get in front of it, that’s a preference of mine.” 

Despite having to move across the country to join the team, there is 
plenty of familiarity between Toffoli and his new surroundings. 

He won a Stanley Cup with current Flames coach Darryl Sutter in Los 
Angeles in 2014, and Milan Lucic is one of his closest friends. Toffoli also 
played with Jacob Markstrom, Chris Tanev, and Erik Gudbranson in 
Vancouver, and was roommates with Sean Monahan in junior. 

“I know a lot of the guys on the team,” Toffoli said. “It’s not going to be 
too big an adjustment in that sense…they’re all buying into Darryl’s style 
of hockey.” 

Toffoli fits that style well. Last season, he scored 28 goals in 56 games 
and was a key component of Montreal’s playoff run. He can score, kill 
penalties, play a shutdown role, and has a Stanley Cup ring. This 
season, he has nine goals and 27 points in 36 games. 

"Yes, he makes his living by shooting but he does a lot more,” Treliving 
said. “He can touch every part of the game, five on five…with the 
pedigree he has, it'll be a great addition." 

The addition of Toffoli gives Sutter a bevy of roster options. While 
Calgary’s top line likely will remain intact (and their second line of Blake 
Coleman-Mikael Backlund-Andrew Mangiapane has played very well 
lately), Toffoli can slot in on either wing, and draw in on the penalty-kill 
rotation and second power-play unit. 

“I’m not into [a] guy who takes penalties and can’t play 200 feet,” Sutter 
said. “And it’s not just what I’m into, it’s what winning teams do. Tyler is a 
guy who doesn’t take penalties and plays the right way.” 

Off the ice, this looks like a great fit as well. 

“I think everybody’s fired up,” Markstrom said. “He’s a goal scorer. I’m 
happy because he usually always scores on me, and he’s been doing 
that his whole career. I got him to Vancouver, and I was happy then, and 
then he left to Montreal and scored some goals [on me] and this year. I 
think he’s scored two [on me], so I’m happy he’s wearing the C with the 
Flames. In the room too, he’s a great guy. A little quiet, but a great guy.” 

Lucic, once Toffoli’s groomsman, agreed. After the trade, Lucic posted a 
photo of the two of them on a roller coaster at Disneyland, and they spent 
the All-Star break together.   

“I think we had more fun than his kids,” Toffoli laughed when recalling the 
memory. 

Toffoli said he will "be the first person at the rink" Tuesday morning and 
will likely make his Flames debut versus the Columbus Blue Jackets that 
evening. 
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TSN.CA / Woodcroft has his work cut out for him 
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Where has Edmonton’s offence gone? 

That’s the most pressing question for an Oilers organization in turmoil, 
one that has seen its playoff footing aggressively erode over the past two 
months, and one that just overhauled the coaching staff. 

Jay Woodcroft and the new-look Edmonton coaching staff has a 
mountain of work ahead of them. The first step is qualifying for the 
postseason, which in and of itself is a tenuous situation. Woodcroft must 
assume additional roster help, at least this season, will be sparingly 
available. Edmonton’s cap flexibility is non-existent, with the team opting 
to invest in assets (including Zach Hyman, Duncan Keith, and Cody Ceci) 
last off-season. 

To that end, it’s hard to figure how much of a factor the new coaching 
group can have on the periphery of the roster. Competency in depth roles 
has been an issue for what seems like a decade now, and for better or 
worse, the team is anchored to Mikko Koskinen, Stuart Skinner, and Mike 
Smith in net. Edmonton will likely have to win despite these factors. 

Let’s talk about something that hasn’t made much sense, and that’s the 
breakdown of this team’s awesome offensive output. A team led by 
Connor McDavid and Leon Draisaitl should rarely have trouble scoring, 
and for some time, they didn’t. 

But if you look at Edmonton’s rate scoring in monthly segments, you can 
see how quickly this has flipped: 

Power-play effects (both the volatility on the power play, and the number 
of power-play opportunities themselves) can dilute all situations data, but 
the broad point here is that facing the Edmonton attack has never been 
easier. 

The Oilers, over the past three months of the season, are an average-to-
below-average offence. I would argue that is the most distressing signal 
surrounding the team. That was the dam that would never breach and 
the safety net that would keep the Oilers afloat in the standings. 

All teams go through offensive slumps. The reason this scoring slump is 
of concern for Edmonton (outside of it being the team’s core strength) is 
that similar offensive metrics are starting to break down. 

If you look at expected goal scoring, which better controls for shooting 
percentage volatility, you can see it is flat to down since the beginning of 
the year. That means the Oilers are both generating less dangerous 
offence and struggling to convert on the scoring chances they do have – 
a poisonous combination. 

I was curious about where the slide is observable in the lineup, and the 
short answer is everywhere. Let’s isolate on Edmonton’s centres since 
the beginning of the season, with a focus on one relationship: goals per 
expected goals. 

Variance to the upside shows a line’s ability to beat goal-scoring 
expectations; similarly, variance to the downside shows a line frequently 
thwarted. For this case, we will look at just even strength, as the 
Edmonton depth centres have had no exposure to power-play minutes: 

A couple of these players (like Ryan Nugent-Hopkins) will play in different 
roles on different lines, but I think this tells the underlying story. When 
Edmonton was flying out of the gates to start the year, a lot of it was 
because their top lines – and Draisaitl in particular – were going 
supernova in beating expectations. As a reminder, Draisaitl alone shot 25 
per cent at even strength over the first two months of the season. 
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What happens when the likes of Draisaitl and McDavid slow down? 
Edmonton looks  a bit exposed. We have seen Edmonton’s depth lines – 
focusing on Ryan McLeod and Derek Ryan here – carry better than 
expected on-ice shooting percentages over the course of this season, but 
that matters very little when your group is generating such few 
opportunities. Over the full season, the difference between those top-line 
minutes and not is colossal: 

At some point Edmonton’s top line will start converting on more of these 
chances, but this really gets to the heart of what ails the Oilers. This team 
is simply not good enough to win a stretch of games when the offence 
has cooled off. In fact, the only thing that defines this team is a great 
offence in which two players are so uber-talented that they bend our 
understanding of what’s possible in the offensive zone. 

McDavid and Draisaitl do that frequently, but they haven’t been as 
successful of late. Their inability to continue carrying the entirety of the 
lineup in the offensive zone has already had dramatic consequences. 
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